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WEATHER 
TODAY: Showers, 
'    <j   high 50°F, low 
34°F. 
FRIDAY: Partly 
cloudy, high 48°F, 
low 26°F. 
SATURDAY: Partly 
eloudy, high 47°F, 
low 27°F. 
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JMU Baseball Preview 
See Sports pages 25-31 
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JMU psychiatrist's license suspended 
Health director unaware of student involvement 
in psychiatrist's masturbation therapy sessions 
by Brad Jenkins 
senior writer 
A local psychiatrist's status with the university is 
uncertain following the indefinite suspension of his medi- 
cal license last week for prescribing masturbation therapy 
in seven cases from 1969 to 1988. 
Dr. Carl Robert Showalter, who sometimes treats JMU 
students referred to him by the Counseling Center, faces 
suspension of his medical license for what the Virginia" 
Board of Medicine calls "improper and unethical conduct" 
involving his private practice in Harrisonburg. 
Showalter, JMU's psychiatrist since 1969, prescribed 
masturbation therapy, which the Virginia Medical Board 
said is "not a recognized psychiatric treatment modality." 
Showalter also runs a private practice in the Medical Arts 
building on South Main Street. 
Donna Harper, University Health Center director, said 
she is not aware of any JMU students involved in the alle- 
gations, but Showalter's status with the university is 
unclear. "We're still working out what the implications 
and ramifications will be," she said. 
Harper would not comment about who is involved in 
that decision. 
Showalter issued a statement through John West, his 
attorney. "I do not dispute the board's finding that the 
treatment I used was an unproven and experimental treat- 
ment modality that never gained widespread acceptance," 
he said in the statement. 
Showalter said he no longer uses masturbation therapy. 
"I began using this form of treatment almost 30 years ago 
-r based on certain case studies published in scientific lit- 
erature — in an effort to provide psychiatric treatment for 
certain patients who struggled with very difficult sexual 
issues," he said in the statement. 
see PSYCHIATRISf page 2 
Black Arts Social Society 
spotlights black artists 
by Kelly Hannon 
ALLYSON HOFER/seniorphtiUigmpher 
Wendy Fox sings at the society's first major event Monday night. 
staff writer 
The imbalance started out sub- 
tly but became more noticeable 
with time. There was no mention 
of black classical composers in 
his classical jazz/piano classes, 
and fellow students typically 
would be shocked when he told 
them about sonatas and concer- 
tos written by black composers. 
Smiling now at the memory, 
William A. Jones, president of the 
Black Arts Social Society at JMU, 
describes the reaction he typically 
received from fellow musicians. 
"You would be talking about a 
black composer, and they'd be 
like 'You mean jazz?/" Jones 
said. "Then you would play this 
classical music for them, and they 
would be blown away by it. They 
always think of classical com- 
posers as being European. When 
you mention a black composer, 
they've never heard of them, but 
as soon as you say 'Hey what 
about that Rachmaninoff 
Concerto No. 63?' they recognize 
it immediately." 
Frustrated by the underrepre- 
sentation of minority contribu- 
tions to the arts within the educa- 
tional curriculum at both JMU 
and other schools, Jones formed 
BASS this semester as an organi- 
zation to promote the contribu- 
tions made by blacks to the 
world of art. 
"I believe it brings a balance 
to the arts, and art is not just 
see ARTISTS page 2 
City considers adding 
traffic lights to Port Road 
by Jamie Dritt 
staff writer 
The possibility of adding traffic lights along Port Republic Road is 
part of the Harrisonburg Major Street Plan. 
"There's been a study of the increase in traffic along Port Republic 
Road as the area has developed," said James Baker, director of public 
works. "I won't say there's one specific reason for the improvements, 
but as there's an increase in population, there's more people on the 
road. Safety issues increase and accidents increase." 
Harrisonburg engineers are studying whether a traffic light is need- 
ed at University Boulevard and Devon Lane. 
Another place for a possible traffic light is the Forest Hills Road and 
Port Republic Road intersection. The city has studied the intersection 
for years. 
"The primary difficulty is the closeness of a signal there to the light 
at the ramp at 1-81," Baker said. "There's not enough space for traffic to 
wait and [the light] would block up the intersection. The primary focus 
of that area is to move traffic off 1-81 in a safe manner." 
Funding for these public works comes from the City of 
Harrisonburg. The city also applied to the Virginia Department of 
Transportation for a federal grant, Baker said. 
The city's studies have been inconclusive about the need for a traffic 
light. It would probably take about six months to order the materials 
and construction for the traffic lights if the city approves the changes. 
The city would foot most of the bill. 
Donations from private industry along Port Republic Road, like 
housing complex developers, could make the process faster, Baker 
said. A lot of study and review goes into deciding what improvements 
to make. 
Government agencies use 11 guidelines to determine whether an 
intersection needs a traffic light. One guidelines includes looking at the 
total number of vehicles going through the intersection compared with 
the number trying to turn from the intersection, Baker said. 
"It's the basic principle of majority rules," Baker said. Other consid- 
erations are peak traffic hours number of pedestrians in the area, prox- 
imity to schools and frequency of accidents. 
Bill Blessing, chair of the Harrisonburg transportation safety com- 
mission, said the Port Republic and Devon Lane intersection doesn't 
meet these guidelines to install a traffic signal. "We will investigate the 
whole thing again," Blessing said.    ^ 
Blessing receives requests all the time for transportation improve- 
see TRAFFIC page 2 
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CORRECTIONS 
In the Feb. 6 issue of The 
Breeze, the article "Where 
does 'Angel's Gate' lead?" 
should have said Sean 
Mercer is a full-time faculty 
member. 
In the Feb. 9 issue of The 
Breeze, the article "Honors 
program hopes lab will help 
decrease drop-out rate" 
should have said another 
way to graduate in the 
Honors Program is to write 
an honors thesis. 
The Breeze regrets the errors. 
Psychiatrist 
continued from page 1 
Showalter signed a consent order Feb. 2 
that waived his right to a hearing. The order 
stated Showalter neither admits nor denies the 
Medical Board's findings and indicates 
Showalter hasn't used the treatment in 10 
years. 
Showalter prescribed the treatment to 
seven patients who were suffering from sexu- 
al problems from 1969 to 1988, according to 
the consent order. These seven patients have 
lodged complaints. 
In one case, from Feb. 1986 to May 1987, 
"Showalter represented masturbation as a 
legitimate form of treatment to Patient B," the 
order states. 
Showalter "on occasion had [Patient B] 
masturbate during, and as part of, therapy 
sessions," the order states. The patient said he 
didn't think Showalter received sexual gratifi- 
cation from the therapy, but instead saw it as 
a therapy technique. 
In another case, Showalter allegedly took 
Polaroid photos of one of his patients. The 
patient was allegedly naked. "At no time did 
Showalter represented 
masturbation as a legiti- 
mate form of treatment 
to patient B... 
[Showalter] on occasion 
had [Patient B] mastur- 
bate during, and as a 
part of therapy ses- 
sions." 
consent order 
Virginia Medical Board 
Patient G feel that Dr. Showalter made any overt 
sexual advances toward him," the order stated 
Patient G also said the therapy was helpful in 
addressing his psychological probferna 
Showalter can petition the Virginia Board 
of Medicine for a stay of suspension in three 
months. At that time, he must submit a psy- 
chiatric and a psychological evaluation; two 
state psychiatrists will determine whether 
Showalter is fit to return to practice medicine. 
If the Board of Medicine president deter- 
mines Showalter is safe to return, he could 
only provide medication management and 
conduct psychiatric evaluations with his pre- 
sent patients, in addition to patients at 
Rockingham Memorial Hospital and the JMU 
Health Center. He couldn't provide individu- 
al or group therapy. All therapy would 
require a chaperone. 
After one year, Showalter can appeal to 
have the stayed suspension terminated or 
modified. This means Showalter could return 
to private practice if the Medical Board finds 
him fit to practice. 
Artists  
continued from page 1 
music," Jones said. "It's also dance, poetry, drama, painting, sculp- 
ture." 
Although the original idea for the organization seemed straightfor- 
ward, the logistics for turning the vision into reality were not so easy. 
As a graduating senior accounting/finance major, numerous distrac- 
tion potentially undermined Jones' efforts, but his dedication drove 
him to push the idea into a reality. 
'To make a long story short, last semester was the process of getting 
everything formalized," he said. "I had the idea, and then it was just a 
lot of things that had to be completed." All new organizations must 
write a chapter constitution outlining their missions and guidelines, be 
approved by SGA, register with the Madison Leadership Center and 
have a faculty advisor. 
Jones credits the Center for Multicultural Student Services for truly 
legitimizing BASS by putting a nameplate for the group in the window 
case outside its office. 
"Not every group that is even officially recognized has a nameplate, 
so the Multicultural office really recognized us as having an important 
purpose," he said. 
Now that BASS has taken care of the small details, they can move 
onto more important issues: having meetings and recruiting members. 
Meetings are on the first and third Sundays of each month at 4 p.m. in 
either the Massanutten Room in Warren Hall or Taylor 405, depending 
on available space. BASS has 14 members and is growing in size with 
every meeting. 
"It's not just for minorities," Jones said. "It's for anyone with an 
interest in learning about minority contributions to the arts." At every 
meeting, a discussion is held about a pertinent topic selected by society 
members on a rotating basis. Past discussions include minority under- 
representation in arts education and the need for a minority voice in 
poetry. 
BASS held its first event Monday night, a poetry contest titled 
"Rhapsody in Blue: A Night of Poetry and Jazz" to provide a place for 
students to present their works. With saxophone music lilting in the 
background, about 75 students and faculty members gathered to listen 
to 10 students read original works. 
Jones emceed the event and Nikita Imani, professor of sociology, 
preceded the poetry contest with an exhibition reading of the poem, 
"Not Yet a Queen." 
Traffic __ 
continued from page 1 
ments that his office forward to the 
Harrisonburg safety commission, he said. 
"Most of the requests come from resi- 
dents," he said. "I can't remember a request 
since I've been here from students. We would 
welcome them if they had concerns." 
One request for the light at Devon Lane 
and Port Republic Road came from the Devon 
Lane Home Owners Association. Other 
requests often come from city councilmen, 
Judges for the contest included Joanne Gabbin, director of the hon- 
ors program, Imani and three students selected randomly from the 
crowd. Each contestant had four minutes to use as they wished. 
The subject matter of the poetry was as diverse as the contestants 
themselves. Out of 10 contestants, three females and a variety of eth- 
nicities were represented. Some quietly spoke into the microphone, 
revealing their original works slowly and with shyness. Others pas- 
sionately looked into the eyes of audience members, their voices shat- 
tering the silence and resonating against the walls. Poems dealt with 
the turmoil and emotions of everyday life, as well as powerful mes- 
sages about black history, HIV and the struggles of being a minority. 
Event organizers interspersed several musical performances and a 
door prize contest between poetry readings. A small jazz ensemble 
played Erika Badu's "Tyrone." Saxophonist Michael Andrews said 
before performing "People classify our music as hip-hop, but we also 
have classical musicians [and] jazz musicians." 
In another musical moment Wendy Fox, accompanied by Jones on 
the piano, gave a stunning vocal performance of "My Funny 
Valentine," drawing enthusiastic applause from the audience. 
Imani views BASS as having Jhe potential to strongly affect the arts 
community here at JMU. "It will identify artists to bring a balance to 
the education of arts," he said. "Art is not just limited to painting. Art 
is dance. Art is music, poetry. Art is life. Art is breathing. It's not a 
highbrow activity. It's as close as your own easel, paper, piano. It's as 
deep as your soul." 
Some participants in the contest viewed the event as beneficial to the 
community and as a needed opportunity for poets and writers to 
share their works. "It's not necessarily how people view my work, but 
how I grow," junior Jonathan Rutland said. "By coming tonight, it's an 
acknowledgement that I'm growing and learning." 
Jones said he hopes that one day the need for BASS will no longer 
exist. "When there's a balance of minority representation in the arts, 
BASS probably won't be needed," he said. "One day you will be able 
to say 'art society' instead of 'black art society,' and from that point on 
we'll just come in and discuss art from any background." 
Poetry contest winner senior English major Robert Wilson echoes 
Jones' sentiments: "Poetry has no race. We have white folks, black 
folks and Latins reading up here tonight, and that's the way it should 
be." 
Blessing said. 
Blessing's recommendation to add a stop 
light to the Devon Lane and Port Republic 
Road intersection wasn't prompted by a lot of 
accidents, he said. 
"My recommendation had to do with the 
carelessness of people making left turns," 
Blessing said. "There's some people who 
don't bother to stop before they make a left 
rum     The problem is that p>eople don't want 
to be inconvenienced by waiting. 
"People take chances. Aggressive drivers 
may create accidents. That has not happened 
up to this point because traffic volumes are 
not that serious on either road. That's one of 
the criteria for a traffic signal," Blessing com- 
mented. 
Blessing also recommended connecting a 
road between South View and Ashby 
Crossing apartments. 
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by Neal Crovo 
police reporter 
Campus police report the following: 
Driving Under the Influence/Habitual 
Offender/No Insurance/Improper 
Registration 
• Antonio M. Anderson, 29, a non-student of Staunton, 
was arrested and charged with driving under the influence 
without liability insurance or proper registration on 
Resevoir Street near the JMU soccer fieW at 11:30 p.m. 
Feb. 6. 
Driving Under the Influence 
• Julie S. Firttey, 19, of Virginia Beach, was arrested and 
charged with driving under the influence on Bluestone 
Drive near Zane Showker Hall at 11:20 p.m. Feb. 7. 
Underage Possession of Alcohol/Curse 
and Abuse/Disorderly Conduct 
• D. Mitch Sims, 18, of Chartottesville, was arrested and 
charged with underage possession of alcohol, curse and 
abuse and disorderly conduct after allegedly verbally 
abusing an officer on campus and in the jail at the 
southeast comer of Godwin Hall at 1:30 am. Feb. 7. 
Underage Possession of 
Alcohol/Trespass Notice Served 
• Melvin F. Parada, 18, a non-student of Woodbridge, 
was arrested and charged with underage possession of 
alcohol and issued a trespass notice after reportedly 
fighting with his girlfriend at 7:30 p.m. Feb. 7. 
Underage Possession of Alcohol 
• Daren A. King, 18, a non-student of Chantilly, and 
Chris A. Harrell, 19, of Herndon, were arrested and 
charged with underage possession of alcohol in Weaver 
Hallat9:20p.m.Teb.6. 
• Two students were judicially charged with underage 
possession of alcohol at the Chi Phi and Sigma Pi social 
fraternity houses at 1 a.m. Feb. 7. 
• Ryan A. McCracken, 19, of Richmond, was arrested 
and charged with underage possession of alcohol while 
riding a bicycle on Bluestone Drive at 1:50 a.m. Feb. 8. 
Underage Consumption of Alcohol 
• A student was judicially charged with underage 
consumption of alcohol in Weaver Hall at 9:20 p.m. Feb. 
6. 
• A student was judicially charged with underage 
consumption of alcohol at the Kappa Sigma social 
fraternity house at 3:10 am Feb. 8. 
• A student was judicially charged with underage 
consumption of alcohol on Bluestone Drive near Zane 
Showker Hall at 11:20 p.m. Feb. 7. 
• Two students were judicially charged with underage 
consumption of alcohol at the intersection of Bluestone 
Drive and Duke Drive at 2:48 a.m. Feb. 7. 
Keg Violation(ABC)/Altercations/ 
Destruction of Public Property 
• Harrisonburg police officers reportedly confiscated six 
kegs at the Chi Phi and Sigma Pi social fraternity houses. 
A fight allegedly occured outside the fraternity houses 
while officers were inside. The combatants reportedly fled 
the scene when police arrived. A white male with brown 
hair wearing a white T-shirt allegedly kicked in a window 
while the house was being evacuated due to a false fire 
alarm at 1a.m. Feb/7. 
Officers returned to the fraternity houses after 
receiving reports of numerous complaints of repeated 
disturbances at 3:02 a.m. Two officers determined Chi 
Phi was serving minors after encountering two allegedly 
intoxicated students outside Greek Row. The officers 
confiscated seven more kegs and charged the keg 
registrant with the ABC law violationand With serving 
minors. 
Failure to Leave an Institution of Higher 
Learning After Being Instructed to Do 
So 
• Darren C. White, 22, a non-student of Hampton, was 
arrested and charged with failure to leave an institution of 
higher learning after being instructed to do so at the rear 
of the Kappa Sigma social fraternity house at 305 am 
Feb. 8. 
The subject reportedly returned to Kappa Sigma and 
continued drinking after campus police instructed him to 
leave. He later reportedly entered the Zeta Tau Alpha 
sorority house. 
Harassment/Assault/Threats 
• A student reportedty was harassed by a student from 
another residence hall at 11:28 p.m. Feb. 7. 
The student was advised of her rights to file charges 
with the magistrate and that campus police would assist. 
Obscene and Threatening Call 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly made an obscene 
and threatening telephone call to a residence hall Feb. 8. 
Grand Larceny 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a wallet 
containing $600, credit cards and room keys from a desk 
in a resident's room in Blue Ridge Hall at 9:30 p.m. Jan. 
17
-      y 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a Mountain 
Hardware fleece jacket containing a wallet with credit 
cards and keys at the *98 Days Till Graduation Party" in 
PC Ballroom at 12:10 am Feb. 10. 
Petty Larceny 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a 12" sterling 
silver rope necklace with a square charm and a gold 
bracelet from the women's pool locker room between 
Jan. 17-25. 
The estimated value of the jewelry is $80. 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a 20-pound, 
octagon-shaped silver hand weight used as a door stop in 
Fredrickson Hall between 12:45 and 1 p.m. Feb. 8. 
The door stop is valued at $20. 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a Gap coat 
containing a JAC card and keys in the Alpha Kappa 
Lambda social fraternity house between 11 p.m. Feb. 7 
and 12:45 am Feb. 8. 
The keys and JAC card were found, but the coat is still 
missing. 
The estimated value of the coat is $50. 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole an Abercrombie 
and Fitch wool tanker jacket from the Alpha Kappa 
Lambda social fraternity house between 12:01 and 3 am 
Feb. 8. The estimated value of the jacket is $140. 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a royal blue 
fleece coat containing a JAC card and keys from he Chi 
Phi social fraternity house between 10:30 p.m. Feb. 6 and 
12:15 am Feb. 7. 
The keys were recovered. 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole an Iomega Zip 
100 Zip drive from Harrison Hall at 4:10 p.m. Feb. 6. 
The estimated value of the drive is $147. 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly opened a vending 
machine in Weaver Hall Feb. 9. It is unknown if anything 
is missing. 
• A wallet containing a JAC card, an ATM card, and $3 
cash was reportedly either been lost or stolen between 
8:40 p.m. Feb. 5 and 2p.m. Feb. 6. 
The owner lives in Chandler Hall and reportedly last 
used the wallet in Mr. Chips. 
Destruction of Public Property 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly broke a window in 
the Wilson Hall and Maury Hall breezeway between 5 
and 8:25 p.m. Feb. 6. 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly threw an ice ball 
through a window in Hanson Hall at 1:12 a.m. Feb. 6. 
The estimated value of the window is $75. 
Number of drunk in public charges since June 4:56 
Number of tickets issued between Feb. 3-9:763 
MELISSA DXLTON/siaffphotographer 
Brother Mark, a self-proclaimed minister, quotes the Bible and preaches 
to students on the commons yesterday afternoon. 
Man on commons tells 
students to seek Christ 
by Kristen Heiss 
senior writer 
The word of God made flesh 
appeared on the commons Monday 
through yesterday. Not Jesus Christ, 
but Brother Mark, a self-proclaimed 
minister, spread the gospel to any- 
one who would listen. 
Quoting the Bible to the 10 to 20 
students who surrounded him yes- 
terday afternoon, Mark warned stu- 
dents that the only way to escape sin 
and enter heaven is through Jesus 
Christ. 
"You don't expect an earthly 
judge to let a murderer or thief go. 
You'd call that unjust," said Mark,, 
who wouldn't give his last name. 
"Yet people think God is unjust. 
They think they can sin and not be 
held accountable before [God] for it." 
Sophomore Nick Forgues, a 
Roman Catholic, said he stopped to 
listen to Mark the day before and 
disagrees with Mark's message. "He 
doesn't know there is a God . . . You 
can't live your life without sinning," 
Forgues said. 
Interrupting Mark's speech, 
Forgues later shouted, "You've seen 
[God]? You're basing this on what 
you read in a book." Mark continued 
preaching, explaining that people 
don't know they're sinners until they 
"know Jesus." "Jesus said, 'Narrow 
is the way that leads to everlasting 
life,'" Mark said. 
Heather Lodovico, who graduat- 
ed in December, joined the group 
surrounding Mark and said, "He's 
speaking the truth. If we're not with 
God, we're in hell. That's what 
[Mark] is preaching. A lot of people 
don't want to hear that." 
About 10 minutes later, a student 
passing Mark from behind asked 
him, "How long are you going to 
keep coming around here anyway?" 
Lodovico responded, "Til people 
hear the truth. Come on back." 
Mark, who is from Maryland, 
said yesterday was his last day 
preaching at JMU, and he'll be at the 
University of Virginia today. Mark 
isn't an ordained minister. 
"I cKose not to get ordained 
becausea lot of people see who 
you've been ordained with and then 
they have a prejudice against that 
group," he said. 
Changing the subject, Mark said 
alcohol is a temptation to sin, and he 
lived a "sinful life" through his col- 
• lege years until he became a 
Christian. He now attends a non- 
denominational church in Maryland, 
which supports his preaching at col- 
leges, he said. 
Those who recall Brother Jim's 
visits to the commons last spring 
remember his inflammatory com- 
ments and his labeling passersby as 
sinners, prompting open arguments 
between students and himself. 
Between 1 and 2 p.m. yesterday, the 
atmosphere was calmer. While some 
students voiced opposition to 
Brother Mark's words, most simply 
listened. Freshman Kevin Tougher, 
who describes himself as a inactive 
Catholic, said, "I respect what he has 
to say. I don't agree with all of what 
he's saying, but at least he's not 
'insulting people." ' '' V ' 1 
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internship opportunities. Summer contracts 
are from June 6 - August 16. Pre and post- 
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people from around the U.S. and the world. 
Positions: Counselors, Kitchen and 
Maintenance Staff, Village Coordinator, 
Ropes Course Coordinator. Program 
Director etc. Program includes waterfront, 
ropes course, horseback, languages, music, 
drama, canoeing, hiking, caving, camping and 
more! Qualifications: college student, com- 
mitment to children, First Aid/CPR required, 
lifeguard certification preferred. 
Apply: C*i»vp ,•','-. 
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3586 Horizons Way. Harnsonburg VA 22802 
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Greek Events and Announcement 
a> 
Assistant Greek 
Coordinator applications 
are due tomorrow to the 
office of Greek Life. 
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Gospel singers lose 
bid for new status 
by Marcia Apperson 
SGA reporter 
The Student Government Association's 
Finance Committee denied the 
Contemporary Gospel Singers' petition to 
be a front-end budgeted organization. 
Senate debated the issue on Tuesday but 
decided not to overturn the committee's 
decision. 
The committee decided the organiza- 
tion didn't meet the criteria to become a 
front-end budgeted organization, Finance 
Committee Chair Kristen Brannen said. 
The Contemporary Gospel Singers' bill 
to Senate reads, "Be it resolved that the 
James Madison University Student 
Government Association recommend to 
the Special Advisory Committee that 
Contemporary Gospel Singers receive 
front-end budgeting status effective start- 
ing Fiscal Year /98-'99."    . 
To be a front-end budgeted organiza- 
tion, a group must have a campus-wide 
impact that is important, necessary and 
not already met by another front-end bud- 
geted organization. The organization must 
also impart skills, knowledge and educa- 
tion, according to Brannen's presentation. 
Brannen said these impacts must be so 
wide and necessary that the organization 
cannot be budgeted through the contin- 
gency process, where organizations 
request money on a need basis. 
Brannen explained to Senate why the 
committee thought the Contemporary 
Gospel Singers did not meet the criteria. 
The committee felt the organization's 
mission statement is too exclusive for 
front-end budgeting status, doesn't 
include all views on campus and the con- 
tingency account provides for this type of 
organization. 
"The contingency account is the correct 
way for SGA to support Contemporary 
Gospel Singers," according to Brannen's 
list. 
But Commuter Sen. Tim Emry made a 
motion to discharge the bill from the 
Finance Committee and bring it before 
Senate because he said the organization 
has a far-reaching impact and is one of the 
largest groups on campus. The motion is 
equivalent to an appeal to the committee's 
decision. 
Contemporary Gospel Singers are 
involved in many campus-wide activities 
throughout the year such as Take Back the 
Night, Homecoming and Parents' 
Weekend. 
But Commuter Sen. Max Finazzo said 
the Finance Committee had spent a lot of 
time considering the bill and had set out 
reasons why they felt Contemporary 
Gospel Singers didn't meet the criteria to 
be front-end budgeted. "We need to trust 
[the committee]," Finazzo said. 
The motion failed by a standing vote of 
27 to 12 with 10 abstentions. 
see GOSPEL page 9 
JEAN PHILLIPSON/staff photographer 
iSalud! . . . 
Ignacio Berdugo Gomez de la Torre, (I) president of the University of 
Salamanca, chats with faculty during a banquet reception in Chandler Hall. 
During his three-day visit to JMU which ends today, Berdugo met with students 
and faculty to discuss the international program in Salamanca, which is in its 
eleventh year. 
"[One purpose of my visit] is to make progress in the international programs 
between [JMU and the University of Salamanca]," he said. "What impresses 
me is that [JMU] is trying to open .up Its international relations." 
Berdugo said it's important for universities to maintain international relations 
with one another. "Until 40 years ago, universities were independent," he 
said. "Today, that's not true ... JMU might be an important university, but it 
can learn from others. We need to share." 
AIDS program mixes humor with serious message 
by Katheryn Lenker 
m 
LINDSAY MANN /contributing photographer 
T.J. Sullivan, one of two guest speakers, talked to students about 
AIDS, HIV and the dangers of alcohol Monday night. , said. He was lucky all his friends 
staff writer 
Like the spoonful of sugar 
that makes the medicine go 
down, humor made the program, 
"Friendship in the Age of AIDS" 
more accessible and hard-hitting 
for the capacity crowd in Wilson 
Auditorium.  
Speakers T.J. Sullivan and Joel 
Goldman, friends who met at 
Indiana University and stayed in 
touch after graduation, brought 
the story of their friendship and 
the effect Goldman's HIV diag- 
nosis had on it to Wilson Hall 
Monday night. 
"All I heard the doctor say 
was 'Joel, you're HIV positive,' 
even though he continued talking 
to me for another hour and a 
half," Goldman said. 
After his diagnosis in 1^03, 
Goldman decided not to make 
any decisions about the direction 
of his life until he was comfort- 
able with his diagnosis. He then 
decided to call his friends and 
family to tell them so they 
wouldn't find out through the 
grapevine. 
"There is nothing worse than 
having to tell your mother and 
father that you will probably pass 
away [before] them," Goldman 
and family were supportive, he 
said. Goldman also contacted 
seven of his past sexual partners 
so they could, be tested for the 
virus. All were HIV negative. 
Goldman's phone call to 
Sullivan prompted only shock 
and disbelief, Sullivan said. 
"I don't remember the exact 
words, but for the first time in 
my life one of my best friends 
told me he was HIV-positive," 
Sullivan said. 
Goldman also discussed how 
he learned to use alcohol as an 
icebreaker in college and contin- 
ued that pattern after graduation 
and frequently had sex when he 
was drunk. 
He said he would rationalize 
his decision to have sex with 
someone when he was drunk by 
telling himself that his partners 
were safe because they came 
from good homes and appeared 
healthy. 
"We don't just sleep with one 
person; we sleep with whole sex- 
ual histories," Sullivan said. "You 
can't tell if someone has HIV or 
AIDS [by looking at them.]." 
People don't think about the 
consequences of their actions on 
other people, even unborn chil- 
dren, he said. A pregnant woman 
with HIV/AIDS has avforty per- 
cent chance of giving her child 
HIV/AIDS. If she takes a course 
of anti-AIDS medication, she can 
reduce the chance of passing the 
disease to her child to two per- 
cent. 
Sullivan, who contracted the 
AIDS virus after mixing sex and 
alcohol, described the four stages 
of intoxication. He used several 
examples to illustrate the stages. 
In the first stage, the inhibition 
stage, people lose their inhibi- 
tions after one to two drinks. In 
this stage, people will try every 
pick-up line they've heard on TV 
and think they'll work, he said. 
The second stage, the [loss of] 
judgment stage, occurs after three 
to four drinks. Sullivan said 
women in this stage will "be talk- 
ing to you and all of a sudden 
they start crying, or the guys will 
become aggressive. Everyone has 
a friend who's 5'6" and wants to 
beat [everyone] up when he's 
drunk, right?" 
Stage three, the [loss of] reac- 
tion stage, occurs after five to six 
drinks. In stage three, a person's 
body uses most of its oxygen to 
process the alcohol, so people 
have difficulty focusing on more 
than one thing at a time. Sullivan 
said when he was drunk, he 
would get really hungry and 
want to go to Taco Bell. 
"All I could think about was 
see AIDS page 9 
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Washington Semester 
LIVE, STUDY AND INTERN IN 
WASHINGTON, D.C.   SPRINp 1999 
0(*   fy    ,nterested?\ 
-™   **    Please cornel to a 
meeting: 
»» 
Tuesday, 
February 17,4:3^ 
MauryG-1 
Topics: housing, costs, internships 
and courses in Washington. 
Applications/information available in the 
Political Science Dept, Maury 118. 
For further information: 
Dr. Ellis, ellis1me@jmu.edu 
Dr. Blake, blakech@jmu.edu, 3456 
Dr. Roberts, robertrn@jmu.edu, 6323 
Dr. Bent, bentdc@jmu.edu, 6149 
• I • $3.09 
3-$8 99 
6-$17 95 
12 -$33 95 
Latex Dy lie bunch 
starting al S3 49 
Mylars starting at 
$2 95 
Many styles to 
choose horn 
Double Rose-$8 19 
Tnple Camalion • $6.49 
lUilianMnta 
Cottee Mug • $9 99 
Petrte Baskets • $8 29 
Mixed Bouquets • $4.09 
valentines 
JOjSHII 
1 • $1 39 
3 -$3 96 
6 • $7 59 
12 .$13.59 
l)«liv«ry Datos and Times 
Faculty and Staff • Fri 9am-11 am 
Students • Fri 4pm-8pm & Sal 10am-3pm 
Deadline for delivery orders is Thurs Feb 12th 4pm 
15 Minute Phone Card 
Single Rose 
2 Latex Balloons 
$9 59 
15 Minute Phone Card 
Single Carnation 
2 Latex Balloons 
$7.19 
15 Minute Phone Card 
Mixed Bouquet 
2 Latex Balloons 
$9.99 
3 Carnation Vase 
3 Latex Balloons 
1 imprint   2 solid 
$7.99 
N !> latex balloon with any 
flower order $2.49 
Quality service and selection... 
with some of the best prices around! 
Walk-ins welcome 
• T 
Muter Card Visa Discover American Express FLEX Personal Checks Accepted 
A three person play that 
celebrates the strength, 
resourcefulness,and resilience 
of the African American Male 
Wilson Hall 
February, 17,1998 
at 8:00 p.m. 
FREE 
Sponsored by 
UPB and CMSS 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL X6217 
OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE 
AT WWW.JMU.EDU/ORGS/UPe 
i '. 1 
. > 
.  m. • *.WMU> 
mmm. 
v^-«l« IIH'*1 !'■■. 1  li       !i 
—^^ 
THURSDAY 12 
• Madison Marketing Association raffle, Zane^howker 
Hall, lobby, 8 a.m.-l p.m. 
it Fellowship and dinner, Wesley Foundation, 5:30 p.m. 
Details: Ben, 434-3490. 
• Fellowship and praise, sponsored by Baptist Student 
Union, BSU Center, 5:30 p.m. Details: BSU Center, 
434-6822. 
* Madison Mediators meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 402, 
6 p.m. Details: Jessica, x7557. 
* Russian Club meeting, Keezell Hall, rm. 303,6:30 p.m. 
Details: David, 801-7476. 
* NAACP meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 306,7 p.m. 
it New Life Singers, Wesley Foundation, 7 p.m. Details: 
Ben, 434-3490. 
# Folk Group practice, sponsored by Catholic Campus 
Ministry, CCM House, 7:30 p.m. Details: Christina, 
564-0871. ' 
it Gemini Entertainment meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 311, 
7:30 p.m. Details: Kristin, x4345. 
• Social Dance Evening, sponsored by the School of 
Theatre and Dance, Godwin Hall, rm. 356,7:30-10:30 p.m. 
it Bible study, Wesley Foundation, 8:15 p.m. Details: Ben, 
434-3490. 
FRIDAY 13 
it Breakdance Club meeting, Godwin Hall, rm. 137, 
4:30 p.m. Details: Kevork, 434-6989. 
it Bible study, sponsored by BSU, BSU Center, 7 p.m. 
Details: BSU Center, 434-6822. 
it Senior Dance Concert, sponsored by the School of 
Theatre and Dance, Godwin Hall, rm 355,8 p.m. 
SATURDAY 14 
it Senior Dance Concert, sponsored by the School of 
Theatre and Dance, Godwin Hall, rm 355,8 p.m. 
it Valentine's Dance, sponsored by BSU, BSU Center, 
9 p.m.-l a.m. Details: Mandi, 432-9802. 
SUNDAY 15 
it Mass, sponsored by CCM, Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. Details: Christine, 574-0534. 
it Contemporary worship service, sponsored by Wesley 
Foundation, Wesley Foundation, 7 p.m. Details: Ben, 
434-3490. 
it Mass, sponsored by CCM, CCM House, 9 p.m. Details: 
Christine, 574-0534. 
Send Duke Days information 
in writing 
to flndi Metzler, 
assistant news editor. 
The Breeze, G1 flnthony-Seeger 
MSC 6805 )MCI 
Harrisonburg, Vfl 22807. 
Drop it off at The Breeze office or fax it 
to 568-6736. 
Information is run on a 
t,,,..   spqig^yqllflMgJfrgtii.  M. M   »  m   « 
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tUt*s all about Nagano 
Sevenfeen countries Wave won at least one Olympic medal tV\ls year at tl\e "\99d Wi 
The top "12 medal-wirming countries to date, ranked by gold medalst 
Country       uOLD    SILVER 
CXcrmany 3 4 4 11 
Federation 
"    '1 2 o 11 
Finland 2 1 1 t* 
JJnpan 2 1 0 i 
United Slate* 2 0 o 2 
^Joi"W*iy 1 1 3 5 
Qanada 1 1 Hi 3 
NeH\eAands 1 1 o 2 
Bulgaria 1 0 o 1 
France 1 0 o 1 
Jtaly                    O                    3                        t                        4 
/Austria 0 1 4 5 
■: http://olymiiics.u3aioday.com 
THOMAS SC\LAJgraphics editor 
"SektiekT commercials oouU cost inBono — 
not that there's anything wrong with that 
NEW YORK — Expecting Super Bowl-like ratings, 
NBC may ask Super Bowl-like dollars for the last original 
episode of "Seinfeld" — and then some. 
The network may ask as much as $2 million for a 30- 
second commercial on the hugely popular sitcom's hour- 
long finale on May 14. That would break the TV ad record 
of $1.3 million set just last month by the Super Bowl, 
which also was on NBC. 
The trade magazine Advertising Age said Monday that 
NBC started floating the $2 million asking price among 
media buyers last week but has no takers so far. The trade 
publication Mediaweek said buyers were told NBC wants 
$1.7 million to $2 million for a single ad spot on the finale. 
Larry Hoffner, president of network sales for NBC, 
said Monday there had been no final determination on 
what NBC is going to seek for the last "Seinfeld." 
"We're not out in the marketplace with this right now, 
but we expect to be shortly — in the next week or so," he 
said, adding none of the nine to 10 minutes of commercial 
time on the show had been sold yet. 
The Super Bowl, which saw the Denver Broncos beat 
the Green Bay Packers for the National Football League 
championship, had an average rating of 44.5. A ratings 
point represents 980,000 households. 
"Seinfeld" has been among the highest-rated series on 
TV in the past few seasons, with ratings this season in the 
low 20s. Hoffner said NBC is "looking at Super Bowl 
ratings" for the finale.   . 
Jon Mandel, who oversees network ad purchases for 
the agency Grey Advertising, said the reported $2 million 
asking price was designed to "get some headlines." He 
expects the real price will be lower. 
.—AP/newsfinder news service 
General Assembly considers legislation to 
fine physicians involved in assisted suicides 
RICHMOND — Terminally ill patients who want to 
die would have a more difficult time convincing someone 
to help them commit suicide under legislation being 
considered by the General Assembly. 
Anyone assisting a suicide would be fined $10,000 for 
a first violation and $100,000 for a subsequent one. A 
physician involved in the suicide could lose his medical 
license for life. 
"The physician's prime challenge and charge is to 
assist a person in living, not assist a person in dying," said 
Madeline Abbitt, director of legislative affairs for the 
Medical Society of Virginia. "To put a physician in the 
position of assisting in someone's death, the Medical 
Soqety believes to be ethically wrong." 
The bill passed the assembly last year but had a clause 
requiring it to be re-enacted after the U.S. Supreme Court 
ruled on assisted suicide. In June, the court found no 
constitutional right to doctor-assisted suicide. 
The court upheld laws in New York and Washington 
state that make it a crime for doctors to give life-ending 
drugs to mentally competent but terminally ill patients 
who want to die. But the court did nothing to bar states 
from legalizing the process. 
The ruling opened the way for Virginia to pass a final 
version of its assisted-suicide legislation, and the state 
Senate was scheduled to vote on the bill yesterday. 
The bill's opponents say it interferes with a patient's 
right to die with dignity. 
"We believe it should be a matter of individual choice," 
said Dan Blake, a spokesman for the Denver-based 
Hemlock Society, which advocates physician-assisted 
suicide. 
—AP/newsfinder news service 
Preview Coming soon to The Breeze. [ ve 
• News: Black History Month celebrations at JMU during February 
• Style:'Regal Cinema 14 coming soon to Harrisonburg 
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COLDUJGLL 
BANKER Q 
HORSLEY AND 
CONSTABLE 
Thanks for 
making our 
properties 
#1! 
434-1173 
PROPERTY 
MANAGEMENT 
DIVISION 
College Station 
Townhouses FULL! 
Madison Square 
Townhouses FULL! 
STR*      I Olde Mill Village 
GOING FAST!' 
i - 3 Bedroom 
1-4 Bedroom Madison Manor 
EARN 
this summer and excellent 
job experience 
Work as a 
Summer Conference Assistant 
at.I Ml 
Burn $7.titi/hi 
Work direct!} with conferena 
sponsors and their nmups. 
(i.e. spoil camps, professionalassot unions. 
workshops, and youth camps.) 
Dos -to-day duties will include 
supporting Events and Conferences 
operations, check-ins, check-outs. 
room set-ups. audio visual support, 
recreation, scheduling, < '< 
l<> \PPLY: Pick up and return 
applications from the I 'Diversity 
Center Office, Warren HallMH 
Contact person: Diane Elliot. 
CLOSING DATE: Feb. 27,1998 
• Must hi 'hejle.x ible 
si lieduli \, to include 
ds. and in casional 
24 hour on < all •'. 
•  proven 
.•tonal skills, ami the ability 
lo work in a Ii Uisipared 
em ironnu til an />/< u rred. 
• I  rk envirom em reaiiin s < lose 
■ I the ability to work 
with avu "< opl< and 
situations 
• Coniputi i   lalls with IBM 
compatible wort!pro, essingand 
\pivadslu i! applii ations in a 
w indow s en\ ii n tptired. 
• Must - e May II thru 
Aug. II. IWS. and lot selected 
training periods (i veiling/weekends) 
daring the month oj April, tone 
evening/one n ( ekend da\) 
MAieieo 
• 
z/ote/iont avtUlaol&i 
- Copy Editor 
Student Life Editor and Assistant Editor 
- Classes Editor 
- Sports Editor and Assistant Editor 
- Greek Life/Organizations Editor 
- Business Manager 
- Photography Editor 
- Staff Photographers 
- New Position! Technical Manager: 
must be proficient with flatbed and 
negative scanners, Photoshop and 
web page design 
Applications available at The Bluestone, 
Anthony Seeger Room 217 (within the 
WXJM offices). 
Application, resume and cover letter 
due February 27. 
Call Rachel with questions at x654l. 
......... "m» »»»>!        —.     -W-.. _ 
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AIDS  
continued from page 5 
'chicken burritos,' " Sullivan said. For 
some people, sex becomes their chicken 
burrito and can lead to bad choices like 
unprotected sex," he said. 
The fourth stage occurs after the sev- 
enth or eighth drink. This is called the 
coordination stage, also called the broken 
elevator stage, because "no matter what 
you do, the elevator isn't going up," 
Sullivan said. 
In this stage, one's coordination is 
greatly impaired. Women will pass out 
sooner than men, pound for pound and 
drink for drink, which can lead to a possi- 
ble sexual assault, he warned. 
Goldman and Sullivan closed the pro- 
gram with a simple demonstration. 
"Joel is HIV positive. Joel drank from 
mis bottle. T.J. is HIV negative," Sullivan 
said, taking a drink from the bottle, "and I 
still am now." 
The demonstration was a visual 
reminder that HIV/AIDS can only be 
;*»•■*■■«« 
J- 
transmitted four ways: unprotected sex, 
sharing needles with an infected person, 
receiving a contaminated blood transfu- 
sion and from mother to unborn child. 
Sydney Sentman, panhellenic presi- 
dent, said she "strongly encouraged" 
members of fraternities and sororities to 
attend the presentation. 
Goldman and Sullivan presented at 
JMU two years ago to an "overwhelming 
response," and were invited back by the 
Athletic Department, Inter-Fraternity 
Council and Panhellenk, Sentman said. 
Some students thought Sullivan and 
Goldman's presentation was powerful. 
Senior Dana Gorman said, "I thought it 
was effective because they made it funny. 
People get sick of hearing the same serious 
message." 
Junior Doug Popik agreed. "Humor 
was key — a lot of times people feel like 
they're trying to scare you," he said. 
"[Humor] gets in your comfort zone." 
~~7~~ 
c+4ac+'ft»c+.g,c» &C* £ac» £»o> Ac* g»c».tt»G*>g»c* £,<*0bc*g»c»gtc*£» 
Don't forget! Resume?,, cover letters and clips for section editor and 
assistant editor positions are due 
5p.m. 
leiSreeze 
in the basement of Anthony-Sieger Hall. 
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Gospel 
continued from page 5 
Also at the meeting. 
•Violet Allain, professor of education, 
was the guest speaker. She works with the 
General Education Program and is a mem- 
ber of the GenEd Council. 
Commuter Sen. Wrenn Cox said upper- 
classmen are worried about meeting their 
requirements for liberal studies because 
some courses are being phased out of the 
curriculum. 
Allain said there is some overlap 
between GenEd and Liberal Studies class- 
es and her office tries to work with stu- 
dents. 
Emry asked if the program would 
undergo regular review like the Liberal 
Studies program had been by Academic 
Program Review. 
Allain said the GenEd program will go 
through the same type of review. She did- 
n't know who would be on the review 
committee. 
• Senate unanimously passed a finance bill 
allocating WXJM $2,96150 from the SGA 
reserve account to update of an office data- 
base and network system. 
• Senate unanimously passed a finance bill 
allocating Campus Crusade for Christ $800 
to pay for meeting space off campus. 
• Senate passed a finance bill allocating 
$605.85 to the Financial Management 
Association. 
At Large Sen. Austin Adams made an 
amendment to add $150 to the original 
amount so the organization could go bowl- 
ing to recruit more members. The Finance 
Committee had originally cut this expense 
from the budget. 
"I don't think we should pay for them 
to get more members," Finazzo said. 
"Seventy-two members is a lot for an orga- 
nization like this." 
Senate doesn't help fraternities fund for 
such activities during rush, he said. 
At Large Sen. Kim Daniels said, "I 
don't think its's a good argument to not 
fund because they have 72 members. Size 
doesn't matter." 
Freshman President Andy Oh said, "I 
disagree with my fellow senators who are 
being tight with the money." 
Senate passed the amendment to add 
$150. 
• Contemporary Gospel Singers received 
$2,908 for equipment, speakers and enter- 
tainers. 
Tough test? 
Call someone for sympathy 
1-80G-COL LECT 
■. j. j,««»*■••••••«»»•••••»*»** ••»*•• •••»•»•■•  
■ ■i - .    r 
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SUNDAY, FEB. 15 thru SATURDAY, FEB. 21 
MU* 
http: 
WWW 
menus Xlllu.. 
3nvu and more 
ion 
Sunday 2/15 
Oaimeal. Scrambled Eggs 
Sausage Panics 
Pancakes, Taior Tc4s 
Vegetable Beef Soup 
Chicken Breasl Sluffed wiih 
Broccoli 
Garden Rice / Green Beans 
Bagels. Danish 
Pasta Fagoli 
Salmon 
Roast Pork 
Baked Sweet Potatoes 
Cornbread Stuffing 
Broccoli Spears 
Cinnamon Apples 
Fresh Vegetable Pasla 
Monday 2/16 
Turkey Rice Soup 
Country Fried Steak 
Country Cream Gravy 
Ham. Bean & Squash Slew 
Cheesy Mashed Potatoes 
Corn 
Sauteed Onions/Peppers 
Tofu Staffed Mushrooms 
Hot Cobbler Bar 
Chicken Casserole 
Beef Stroganoff 
Egg Noodles 
Carrots 
Spinach 
Stuffed Peppers 
Tuesday 2/17 
Minnesota Wild Rice Soup 
Chicken Nuggets 
BBQ Beef Sandwich 
Scalloped Potatoes 
Broccoli Spears 
Broiled Tomatoes 
Chili Relleno 
Chicken & Vegetable Stir Fry 
Mediterranean Meat Pie 
Rice 
Peas 
Cauliflower 
Vegetarian Egg Rolls 
Wednesday 2/18 
Cream of Tomato Soup 
Taco Salad 
Grilled Cheese Sandwich 
Refricd Beans 
Green Beans 
Mined Vegetables 
Vegetarian Taco Salad 
High Tea  
Apple Stuffed Pork Chops 
Roast Turkey / Gravy 
Mashed Potatoes 
Carrots 
Japanese Mixed Vegetables 
Vegetarian Knish 
Cream of Mushroom Soup 
Philly Cheese Steak Sandwich 
Chicken Cheesesteak Sub 
Potato Lasagna ' Munchers 
Peas " Ratatouille 
Sauteed Onions 4 Peppers 
Vegetable Lo Mein 
Scrambled Eggs 
Hashbrowned Potatoes 
Sausage Links. Bacon 
Cinnamon Apples 
French Toast 
Belgian Waffles 
BBQ Chicken 
Herb Mixed Squash 
Pasla w/ Peas and Tomatoes 
Line 6: Calypso Nights 
Chicken Noodle Soup 
Pepperoni and Cheese Pizzas 
Tuna Noodle Casserole 
Onion Rings 
Green Beans 
Cauliflower au Gratin 
Chili Con Corny 
Chicken Teriyaki 
Cheese Stuffed Shells 
Sesame Noodles 
Broccoli Stir Fry 
Cranberry Glazed Carrots 
Vegetable Chow Mien 
Saturday 2/21 
Scrambled Eggs 
Oatmeal 
Apple/Lemon Chicken 
Sausage 
French Onion Soup 
Chicken Fajitat 
Broccoli, Mixed Vegetables 
Mexican Fried Rice ■ 
Trout w/ Bacon & Scallions 
Fried Chicken 
Brunswick Stew 
Baked Beam 
Southern Green Beans 
Corn on the Cob 
lioppin John - Com Fritters 
(iankn Quiche 
V. 
i'tffC^j 
^| mourns 
s-.m - ? f.H. 
ena 
Carribean Tomato Salad ~ Saltfish Salad 
Callaloo - Conch Salad - Citris Salad 
Fried Plantains with Avocado Dip 
Sweet Potato Gratin - Toko Meat Pies 
Sauteed Red, Green and Yellow Peppers 
Kuumba Vegetable Gumbo 
Snapper with Key Lime Salsa & Coconut Rice 
Jerked Chicken with Cuban Style Black Beans 
Chocolate Fritters - Banana Rum Custard Tart     i**r:       %4\ 
^Ptege-rvafUng 
Reservations Required! Fifty guests per seating. 
Seatlngs at 5:30, 6, 6:30 and 7 with tables available 
up to ten guests. Names and social security numbers 
of entire party must be given at time of reservation. 
Reservations accepted beginning 
Monday, Feb. 16, 1998, at 9 a.m. 
by calling Leslie Mongold at x8076 
Admittance by using a regular punch. 
Door Price (Cash, DD, DD Gold and FLEX) Is $15 
\ 
T H F 
STEAKHOUSE 
MONDAY - FRIDAY 
5 - 7:30 P.M. 
WARREN HALL, 5th FLR 
FEB. 16-FEB. 20 
spice 
Fiesta Room 
Reservations x7555 
Mon-Fri    1-4 p.m. 
WAKE UP! 
MADISON  AVE 
COFFEE  BAR AND  BAKERY 
IN  MARKET ONE 
OPEN 7:30 a.m. 
MONDAY - FRIDAY 
BAGELS! COOKIES! 
GOURMET COFFEE! 
ESPRESSO! CAPPUCCINO! 
BROWNIES!   & MORE! 
$4 MEAL DEAL 
Includes your 
choice of 
sandwich and 
a soda! 
LIMITED TIME! 
V«c4 % and See tU/ 
MARKET 
ONE 
NOW AVAILABLE! 
Smokin' Turkey Trailblazer 
Hot Soup ~ Grilled Cheese 
Pretzel Rolls ~ Big Sky BBQ 
COMING SOON: 
Luigi's Italian Twisters 
s 
IA2T DAY TO CHANGE MEAL PLANS FOR THE SPRING 
SEMESTER IS FRIDAY. MARCH Ar IQQg 
DO IT IN CARD SERVICES, WARREN HALL, FIFTH FLOOR 
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(540) 433-1177 
91 N. Main St. 
Harrisonburg, VA 
Lunch: Monday - Saturday 
11:00 a.m. -2:30 p.m. 
Dinner: Monday - Saturday 
5:00p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
Specializing in Non- 
vegetarian/Vegetarian Indian Cuisine 
Our Gasoline 
Is 100% 
Guarantee 
A^H 
533 University Blvd. • 574-3072     Kr 
1825 S. Main St. • 574-3178 
Making it easier everyday! 
Free Budget Travel Workshop 
DATE 
TIME: 
m 
Raill'asses 
I ravel Gear Where to Co! 
Planning a trip anytime soon? Spring Break? 
Graduation trip to Europe? 
Studying Abroad? 
Then don't miss this opportunity to find out all 
about budget travelling from the experts!! Meet 
with the manager of Hostelling International for a 
workshop on all the skills you'll need to travel 
successfully! 
Highlands Room 
Worrai HoUtli Floor 
FIND 
OUT 
HOW 
YOU 
CAN 
COLOR 
YOUR 
AD! 
jfeeze 
CALL (540) 568-6I27 
FOR RATES AND 
INFORMATION 
' ■ 
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Face Off: Safe Zones intrusive? 
Safe Zones an outlet for students to discuss 
homosexual issues, not an intrusion 
— Cynthia Gilliatt 
The Safe Zones program, far from being an intrusion 
is, as last week's Breeze article clearly indicated, an 
opportunity for members of the JMU community to 
enter a safe, non-judgmental space where they can discuss 
concerns about sexuality. Those who participate in the 
workshop and other activities and display the Safe Zones 
logo freely choose to do so. Those who accept 
the invitation to conversation freely 
choose to do so as well. 
Who might accept the invita- 
tion to enter a Safe Zones space for 
conversation? Anyone with ques- 
tions about sexual identity, includ- 
ing those coming to terms with 
their own identities, those who 
have learned a friend or family 
member is gay, those who simply 
have questions — all of these people 
welcome. 
Gay, lesbian, bisexual or transgendered members of 
the JMU community might simply welcome a space in 
which they can relax and be accepted as the unique indi- 
viduals they are. 
For everyone in the JMU community, the existence of 
the Safe Zones program and the symbol of the Safe Zones 
logo says the JMU community doesn't tolerate discrimina- 
tion or bigotry. The Safe Zones logo says JMU is a wel- 
coming and inclusive community. 
Finally, in supporting the Safe Zones program, JMU 
lives up to its own statement of non-discrimination found 
printed on the inside of the back cover of the catalog: 
"James Madison University does not discriminate on the 
basis of race, color, national origin, religion, gender, age, 
veteran status, political affiliation, sexual orientation or 
disability . . . with respect to employment or admissions, 
or in connection with programs or activities..." 
Safe Zones is no intrusion, simply an opportunity to 
live up to the ideals we profess. 
Cynthia Gilliatt is a professor of English. 
Safe Zone symbols intrusive, even 
offensive to students of opposing beliefs 
— Jason Miyares 
It seems that while we're preparing our school for the 
next century of higher education, political correctness 
is rearing its ugly head. JMU now has the politically 
correct Safe Zones for gay, lesbian and transgendered stu- 
dents. Here they can find refuge with understanding fac- 
ulty members sensitive to their problems. 
One problem with this idea is our already tight 
budget is funding training programs to 
teach faculty members to be sensitive to 
homosexual students' needs, 
according to one faculty member I 
spoke to about the program. Why 
train faculty members to be sensi- 
tive to a lifestyle that is largely one's 
choice? Why aren't we spending 
money so we can have safe zones for 
every minority, female and ethnic group 
on campus? Are the needs of the gay commu- 
nity greater than for minorities? African- 
Americans face more overt racism in the Harrisonburg 
community than homosexuals. 
Furthermore, is it necessary to have faculty members 
as Safe Zones? Do gay students have a problem being 
assaulted by their professors? Gay students already know 
professors sympathetic to their problems; they don't need 
a pink triangle on a door to tell them who to go to. We- 
don't need to spend money on what 1 call a "feel good" 
program. 
Finally, for social conservatives a Safe Zone symbol can 
be quite offensive. It means their professors endorse a 
lifestyle they might find offensive or against their personal 
beliefs. Why does it seem every group on campus needs to 
be protected except social or religious conservatives? I've 
had my Christian beliefs insulted, slandered and assaulted 
far more in the classroom than homosexuals, I can assure 
you. However, I'm not asking for a safe zone. All I'm ask- 
ing for is for some common sense; don't waste money on a 
program that's unnecessary and unaffordable. 
Jason Miyares is a senior business management major. 
"Dart.., 
A "grow-up" dart to the male athletes who showed 
their immaturity and rudeness with their outbursts 
during the speech Monday night in Wilson Hall. 
Sent in by some disappointed students who thought 
they 'd already graduated from junior high. 
Pat... / 
F£OM 
rue 
A "thanks-for-the-rides" pat to my girlfriend who 
patiently drove me around while my license was 
suspended by "The Man." 
Sent in by an appreciative boyfriend who hopes he 
can return the favor when he gets his license back. 
Dart... 
A "stop-wasting-my-money" dart to Computing 
Support for not fixing the modem lines to dial in 
from off campus. 
Sent in by a student who's tired of having to go to 
campus to check his e-mail. 
Pat... 
A "thanks-for-being-so-nice" pat to the PC Dukes 
employee who helped me clean up a mess after 1 
spilled an entire tray of food on the floor. 
Sent in by a klutzy student who's grateful you were 
around to help out. 
Editorial Policy 
L 
Kristen Heiss . . . editor        Laura L. Wade . . . managing editor 
Kelley M. Blassingame . .. opinion editor 
Letters to the editor should be no more than 500 words, columns should be no mote 
than 800 words, and both will be published on a space available basis. They must be 
delivered to The Breeje by mnm Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday. 
The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity and space. 
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper, 
this staff, or James Madison University. 
Dart... 
A "dirty-tricks" dart to Vending Services for 
taking the french fry machine out of Blue Ridge Hall 
and putting it in Wilson without telling anyone. 
Sent in by hungry Blue Ridge students who think 
it's hard enough to live off campus without having to 
starve as well. 
Pat... 
A "thanks-for-helping-me" pat to the guy who 
rescued me from having to shovel snow and ice with 
my dustpan. 
Sent in by a girl who hasn 't invested in a snow 
shovel but is glad there was someone around who 
has. 
Darts & Pats are submitted anonymously and printed on a 
space-available basis. Submissions are based upon one person's 
opinion of a given situation, person or event and do not 
necessarily reflect tlie truth. 
.   . 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Breeze cartoon offensive, racist, 
hinders racial understanding at JMU 
To the Editor: 
I found the "Stitchface & Sock" cartoon in Monday's 
Breeze to be divisive and offensive. It's a racial slur to call a 
white person a "honky" — even if you draw a smiling 
face at the end of the statement like the cartoon does. 
Likewise, poking fun at slang used by some African- 
Americans is racism. 
For a moment, I doubted my interpretation of the car- 
toon and wondered if I simply had missed an inside joke 
only students would know. But I reasoned that even if a 
rapist says, "I really didn't mean to do it," the damage has 
already been done. 
Racism is much like rape. Whether it's the Ku Klux 
Klan burning a cross on a lawn, or Bob & Marty Z using a 
cartoon to poke fun at the speech of a segment of society, 
or identifying a group by a less than dignified name, it 
violates that person or group. It still does irreparable dam- 
age and causes needless pain. Haven't we learned any- 
thing from past atrocities?" 
Because the sock isn't a black sock, I assume it's not 
African-American. If I interpret the drawing correctly, the 
white sock apparently mimics vernacular language of 
some African-Americans at times by saying "yo' daddy." 
Stitohface then calls Sock a white honky because of it. 
Last year I received a grant to have a program promot- 
ing campus unity through respect for individual and 
group diversity. My program was attended by 170 stu- 
dents who applauded each other's differences and left 
feeling better about themselves and others. Yet you circu- 
lated this racist cartoon to 8,500 people and destroyed my 
good works and the excellent joint efforts of JMU faculty, 
staff and students working toward community unity. 
Campus personnel have made numerous efforts to 
promote diversity such as programs presented recently by 
the Commission on Community, Black Student Alliance, 
Elizabeth Garbrah-Aidoo from the political science depart- 
ment and the Office of Affirmative Action. All have goals 
of opening up dialogue to discuss issues which divide our 
campus in order to build cohesiveness and understanding 
of differences in culture, race, lifestyle, gender and age. 
The Center for Multicultural Student Services had an 
appropriate name for its recent program: "Bridging the 
Racial Divide." So I would like an explanation from The 
Breeze. Why are you tearing down the bridges JMU is 
building? 
Joyce Liptrap 
Office of Affirmative-Action secretary 
Pro-choice advocates shouldn't be 
called 'meat managers' for their views 
To the Editor: 
In response to Alfred Lemmo's letter to the editor in 
last Friday's Breeze regarding Roe v. Wade, I want to first 
assert that "the difficult question of when life begins" is 
partly a matter of philosophy and theology. Despite that 
the origins of life can be scientifically proven to have 
begun with unicellular organisms, there are many who 
believe in creationism. This is a perfect example of the deli- 
cate balance between that which is spiritual and emotional 
and that which is factual. 
I have many friends who are pro-life, and I must 
respect their positions because their views are formed 
from a personal belief that terminating a potential life is 
unimaginable. While I'm unshakably pro-choice, I respect 
my friends' views because they stem from the emotional, 
religious and personal part of their psyches, not the rea- 
soning part. 
Where my problem lies is in Lemmo's assertion that 
pro-choice supporters obviously hold a "meat manager 
mentality." The very reason that the abortion debate rages 
on indefinitely is because both sides are unwilling to stray 
from "when does life begin?" arguments for the truth. Like 
belief in God, whether abortion should be legal is a per- 
sonal choice and an emotional appeal — not a scientific 
truth. 
I don't think all women should believe in abortions or 
should have them. However, the choice must remain a 
safe one. It's ironic that as someone who doesn't wish to 
see thousands of women die from botched illegal abor- 
tions and bombing deaths, I'm somehow labeled "mind- 
less" and against "human rights." 
/. 
YaelUtt 
senior 
political science 
Student drivers need to be defensive 
drivers, more considerate of pedestrians 
To the Editor: 
Although I'm a mere freshman, I've already faced a 
myriad of near-death experiences at JMU. I've nearly 
drowned in five-foot puddles, I was almost run over by a 
snow plow and I nearly plunged to my death down the 
steps of almost every building this winter. However, none 
of these experiences compare to the countless number of 
times I've almost been flattened by a driver while walking 
around campus. 
I can't count how many times I've crossed Main Street 
to get to Anthony-Seeger and noticed, much to my horror 
and amazement, that the cars speed up rather than slow 
down. Although it's understandable that everyone's in a 
hurry to get to wherever they're going, it doesn't seem too 
much to ask that one take thirty seconds to let someone 
cross the street. 
If this is a problem, why not at least maintain a con- 
stant speed rather than accelerating when someone cross- 
es the street? 
When did we start associating people's driving ability 
with how fast they drive? It seems that if people drive the 
speed limit, they're bad drivers. The term defensive dri- 
ving — which we were taught to use — is now a joke. 
Aggressive drivers control the road. 
Everyone has seen or experienced a driver nearly tak- 
ing out people on the sidewalk when trying to avoid a 
puddle, animal or whatever. I understand not wanting to 
hit animals, but going 50 miles per hour through a puddle 
you had to stray five miles from the road to hit isn't con- 
sidered aggressive driving; it's immature and thoughtless. 
The same goes for people who'd rather run a person 
over than let them cross in front of their car. Whether you 
let people cross or not, you'll get home, maybe just a 
minute or so later than you expected. 
Why is everyone in such a hurry? Is something (other 
than a medical emergency) ever important enough to 
make someone drive recklessly? The answer should be 
obvious — no. We've all been that pedestrian on the side- 
walk, trying to cross the street; I know we can all 
empathize. Everyone wants to get somewhere, whether 
driving or walking. If we're all considerate to one another, 
we'll get where we need to go — and all in one piece. 
Tara Hafer 
freshman 
SMAD 
Physical appearance not important; 
Breeze columnist has right idea 
To the Editor: 
I wish to commend Kelley Blassingame, Breeze opinion 
editor, for her editorial in Monday's issue. She expressed 
concerns that many college students care more about the 
physical appearance of others — and of themselves — 
than they do about the inner person. She wrote that it's 
time for students to "grow up" and "learn how to be well- 
rounded, respected and honorable adults." 
While I wholeheartedly support Blassingame's posi- 
tion, I want to point out that many so-called adults are just 
as shallow as she feels her peers are. Unfortunately, soci- 
ety places such an emphasis on physical appearance that 
some individuals feel they have no self-worth if they 
aren't physically attractive. Also, some people don't take 
time to get to know someone they don't perceive to be 
attractive on the outside. 
Several years ago I purchased a plaque thafis now dis- 
played in my home. It reads, "Sometimes the heart sees 
what is invisible to the eye." There's no author listed to 
whom I can give credit, but I firmly subscribe to that 
belief. We should all see others more with our hearts 
instead of with our eyes. Perhaps we'd discover that some 
of the most beautiful people we know are those whose 
physical appearance we can't conjure up in our minds! 
Brenda Wilkinson 
math department secretary 
Move on up like George and Weesie — 
write for the Breeze Opinion Section. 
Call Kelley at x3846 for details or come to The Breeze 
office in the basement of Anthony-Seeger for 
information. 
L 
' 
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Now arriving at Dulles. 
Daiy service to Dulles, $23 one-way from Harrisonburg. 
& 
Go Greyhound. 
Get Greyhound bus service lo Dulles Airport. 
FbT fares md schedule information, call 5404344062 or 80033*2221 
3356 s. Main St« www.greyhound.coni 
(.it > In "Mill MM   I'nit v-ulin,l tin II.IIIK** Mill, ml n.Mii i- 
S01 -8070 
How DO you get 
one of the most 
influential jobs on 
campus? It's easy. 
YOU come down to 
the basement of 
Anthony-Seeger and 
tell the nice people 
you WANT your 
voice TO be heard. 
Write down your 
WORK experience 
and all that jazz in the 
form of a resume. Sell 
yourself in your cover 
letter, addressing it to 
Courtney Crowley, 
Editor AT The Breeze 
in Anthony-Seeger. 
Tell her why you are 
THE best for the 
job. Enclose any clips 
you have. Deliver it 
to the BREEZE. 
For more information 
see page 35. 
0 N   .U.NJI,V,EV«.H I J 
(ottar expires! 
We Accept Checks, MC/Visa 
Fruit & Frosted O's, Apple Cinnamon 
Toasted Oats or Frosted 
Shredded Wheat 
Kroger Cereals 
1S-19-OZ. 
Hot or Mild 
valley dale Pork   >• 
Sausage * m. P«g. § 
Customer At This Price 
Assorted Varieties Frozen jm ijk jmm 
Swanson Hungry //SI 
Man Dinners    IM** j# 
Assorted Varieties Fiozen        _ .g^ ^^ 
Kroger 3/*H 
Pizza 6.8-7.20Z.   m 
Premium Select -     ntttt 
Grapefruit or My Ulie 
Floridagold       SSS^t 
Orange Juice   ««. FRttl 
Canadian Maple Ham or 
Smoked 
Turkey Breast 
Traditional or lemon Pepper 
Whole Rotisserie 
Chicken  
items 8 Prices Good Through Feb 1d, 1998 
WED I THUR 
11 12 
rnnvrlnHt T>in vrrnrr viri Ati.intlr Itrmi 
Cood in Harrisonburg we reserve tne ngnt to i m I 
>ne sdd to O'aiers 
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For the day of hearts, a pair of aces 
From Shakespeares 'Shrew' to a contemporary comedy, two plays visit local theatres this weekend 
by Jim "Vegas" Terp 
style editor 
More than any other holiday, 
Valentine's Day is a time 
when people desire laughter 
— or so the logic seems to run 
with two area theatre groups. Two come- 
dies hit Harrisonburg this weekend with 
The Valley Playhouse's presentation of 
Paul Freed's "Death By Chocolate" and 
The Shenandoah Shakespeare Express' 
"The Taming of the Shrew" at Eastern 
Mennonite University. 
Junior Stephen Winslow directs "Death 
By Chocolate," a combination comedy and 
murder-mystery. Winslow, who is a recent 
transfer to JMU, was approached by his 
mentor Phillip Crayson, professor of the- 
atre, to direct the play just before winter 
break. Winslow was sold on the play from 
the get-go. 
"I read the play and I just laughed," 
Winslow says. "I laughed from the first 
and second page right on through to the 
end. It's just fun. It was very light-comedy 
perfect for this setting." 
The action of the play takes place in the 
soon-to-be opened Meadowbrook Health 
Resort, a place where people begin dying 
left and right jusf before the resort's official 
opening. As the rest of the play unfolds, 
audience members watch as the health 
resort manager Phil Stone (played by 
sophomore Phil Male) and playwright Ed 
Parlor (played by Gordon Fisher) search 
for the killer. 
The show, which runs at approximately 
an hour and 45 minutes, stars a former 
JMU mathematics professor, Fisher, and 10 
current and former JMU students. 
Although most of the cast have some high 
school acting experience, only Male (in the 
lead role), junior Marie Byrd and freshmen 
Kacy Damaty have collegiate acting expe- 
rience. 
One acting newcomer, Susan Comfort, 
a 1984 JMU graduate, became involved 
with the Valley Playhouse earlier this year 
when her daughter was involved in play. 
From doing make-up to selling tickets to 
acting as Lady Riverdale in "Death By 
Chocolate," Comfort's efforts epitomize 
the community aspect of the Valley 
Playhouse. 
"Once you get involved, they don't for- 
get you," Comfort says. 
Also this weekend the SSE performs 
Shakespeare's comic take on love and mar- 
riage with "They Taming of the Shrew" at 
Eastern Mennonite University. The play is 
co-directed by Ralph Cohen, professor of 
English, and Peggy O'Brien, vice president 
at the Corporation for Public Broadcasting. 
Cohen calls the play "A crowd pleaser 
thaf s an underrated work of literature." 
The female lead is played by Kate 
PHOTO COURTESY OF SHENADOAH SHAKESPEARE EXPRESS 
Petruchio (Carl Martin) attempts to win the love and respect of Kate (Kate Norris) in 
the Shenadoah Shakespeare Express' production of 'The Taming of the Shrew.' 
Norris, who recently starred as King 
Richard in the SSE's "Richard IE." 
"Death By Chocolate" is at the Valley 
Playhouse today through Saturday and Feb. 
18-21 at 8 p.m. There is also a show Sunday 
and Feb. 22 at 3 p.m. Tickets are $6. For more 
injbrmation call 432-0634. 
"The Taming of the Shrew" is Saturday at 
8 p.m., at EMU's Strite Auditorium. Tickets 
are $5. For more informatio call 434-3366. 
ALEX \ESS¥ASIcontributing photographer 
Lady Riverdale (Susan Comfort) threatens to shoot physical trainer/ex-lover Ralph Deadwood (Joshua Napier) in Paul Freed's 'Death By Chocolate.' 
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'CD' 
•BOOKeo 
Hours: 
Monday and Tuesday 
8:30 a.m. - 7:00 p.m. 
Wednesday thru Friday 
8:30 am-5:30 p.m 
Saturday 
11:00 a.m.-4 p.m. 
Just when ypu thought 
WEdNESdAV  m 
WEDNESDAYS were set aside 
WEdNESdAV     VA..BV for played out dramas, TALLET 
W/EdNESdAV 
LANES rolled I with a NOVEL 
WEdNESCAV   J Idea. Actuq ly it turned out to be 
WEd NI SC AV        m^m CRAZY FUN its a COSMIC 
WEd IN i sd Ay 
experience 2 nights a week. Only at 
VALLEY LANES 
vy 
COSMIC BOWLING 
VAIIEV LAN E£ 
9:50 - 11:50 p.M. tvERy SuNcUy & WediNEsdAy 
5106S.MA.NST.  454-8721 
THE BEST IN STUDENT HOUSING FOR THE MONEY! 
?ck  Us Out!! 
POOT ROAD 
MADISON DRIVf 
JMl 
SOUTH AVENUF 
UNIVERSITY 
PUCE 
• Convenient to Campus 
• 3 & 4 Bedroom Units 
• Easy Access to JMU (bus 
service) 
• Reasonable Rates 
• Furnished or Unfurnished 
Units 
• Ample Parking 
• Free Water 
• Microwave 
• Washer & Dryer 
• Dishwasher 
• Individual Leases 
Public transit at 
entrance to help 
you get to campus. 
[ INIVERSITV 
The Place to Be! 
■ 
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Seniors present works in annual dance concert 
by Ann Keast 
contributing writer   , . 
While most of the class of 1998 
is thinking about where they will 
work after they graduate, a small 
number of senior dance majors 
are coordinating the production, 
choreography and performance 
for this year's Senior Dance 
Concert titled "A Slice of My 
Pie." JMU School of Theater and 
Dance presents its annual accu- 
mulation of senior dance works 
on Friday and Saturday in 
Godwin Hall room 356. For these 
select senior dance majors, this 
weekend's concert offers the 
chance to show what they've 
learned at JMU about the art of 
dance. 
The program includes a vari- 
ety of solo and group works as 
well as an improvisation per- 
formed by the senior dance 
majors. One of the group works 
showcased is senior Jennifer 
Harvey's "Hide and Seek." This 
tap dance has an unusually inno- 
vative, modern structure in 
which the dancers playfully 
move according to varying 
rhythms in the music. 
Senior Elizabeth Kuzmick 
performs her piece "Hail" for a 
second time. Kuzmick, who 
debuted the dance during the fall 
student dance concert has been 
revising the dance since last fall. 
She describes "Hail" as "Sort of 
fanatical, religious, but that's not 
the most part. I'd say the biggest 
part is really group dynamics 
and partnering. It's gotten a lot 
more physical and group interac- 
tion has become a greater part 
since the last time it was per- 
formed," she said. 
Several solo works will also be 
performed including senior 
Michele Kaulback's personal solo 
"A Touch of Light." 
"Ifs all about the deep physi- 
cal, emotional and many types of 
reflection that develop in a rela- 
tionship," Kaulback says. 
Senior Amy Eisenhower 
shares her solo dance "Closet 
Ghost," which is artistically 
based on her relationship with 
her deceased grandmother and 
her quest to make meaning of the 
past. 
Senior Michelle Schmitt also 
performs her solo, "Claiming My 
Rite." 'It deals with a individual 
searching for and trying to claim 
her rites," Schmitt says. "I began 
searching for a religion and then 
it transformed into more of a 
search for my identity." 
Although there is no official 
theme for this year's concert, per- 
haps it might be one of individu- 
ality. Each piece is unique and 
each senior shows a part of who 
they are.in the senior improvisa- 
MELISSA DALTOH/staffphotographer 
(I -r) Seniors Kristen Smith, Jennifer Harvey and Amy Eisenhower rehearse Tuesday in Godwin Hall. 
tion, "A Slice of My Pie." 
Senior Kristin Smith says, 
"The improvisation is going to 
have some of our memories of 
JMU as well as a signature move 
[from] each of the seniors." 
The Senior Dance Concert 
also anticipates each dancers 
journey into the real world of 
employment. This year's class is 
focused on post-graduate studies 
and trying to find work in dance 
meccas around the country. 
Michelle Kaulback comments on 
her plans saying, "I will be mov- 
ing to Austin, Texas, for approxi- 
mately a year and then I'm plan- 
ning to attend graduate school 
for dance therapy." 
Elizabeth Kuzmick has a more 
abstract plan: "I moving to New 
York with a friend of mine. 
Hopefully to do costume design 
and dance." 
The Senior Dance Concert 
should appeal to students of all 
disciplines because as Elizabeth 
Kuzmick says, "There's a good 
variety of works. It shows all the 
stuff we've been working on for 
our whole time here at JMU. I 
think everybody's piece is really 
strong. It's a really interesting 
concert." 
The Senior Dance Concert is 
Friday-Saturday, 8 p.m. at Godwin 
Hall nn. 356. Tickets are $3 for stu- 
dents/seniors, $5 general admission. 
For more information call: x6511. 
BAHAMAS 
8 days 7 nights accomodations 
for 4 people - ONLY $550 
/Travel^ 
C xplorations ofVA, inc. 
1-800-238-6396 Local  574-3748 
i   a   •   .   ■ 
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Amenities Include: 
•Four Full Baths! 
• Over 1400 Sq. Ft. of Living Space! 
• Cable Outlets in Living Room and All 
Bedrooms 
• Double Beds 
• Living Room Pre-wired for Speakers 
• Breakfast Bar & Dining Area 
• Built-in Entertainment Center 
This is an exclusive community located at the 
end of Mountain View Drive, off Cantrell Avenue. 
Ample parking is available. Contact Sterling to 
make an appointment to reserve your unit. 
■^^ Mountain 
si.     View 
Heights 
SOUTH MAIN ST. 
CALL 
STERLING 
WITH ANY 
QUESTIONS 
OR TO SET UP 
AN APPOINTMENT 
Closer to campus than any of the larger complexes • Most convenient location in town for shopping 
• Within walking distance • 
MOUNTAIN VIEW HEIGHTS 
Funkhouser & Associates 
Property Management 434-5150 
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Forgot to make plans 
for Valentine's Day? 
No reservations 
needed at the Convo! 
Men's Basketball 
vs. 
Virginia Commonwealth 
Saturday, February 14 
7:30 p.m. 
Game Sponsored By: 
Enter to win free pizza tor a year! 
£&   J.WiHoby's 
ROAIHO0SE 
Every Friday u per dope 
@ J. Willoby's 
SCOTT BULCAO 
(SYNTHETIC) 
KY JEFFY 
(TELEMPATHY) _ 
SELECT 
W/MCMIKE BOOCIE& 
CO. A 
$3   FEBRUARY 13, 10:30PM-2AM 
A STATE OF MIND 
F74 9G44 • 122! PomstHill Rrt 
Hollywood 
Nails 
2035 E. Market Street 
574-0103 
Next to Rack & Sack 
Valentine's Day Special 
set of Acr\ lie NaiK 
$20 
French Manicure Included! 
'> kciuilai I 
For u I ill-in 
$12 
French Manicure Included! 
iM'» Rv mil.ii i 
•>   .i \M  s| 
Students with JAC card tan 
for FREE this Saturday ONLY 
Located at Duke's Plaza       433-99£9 
Black Diamond Savings Bank 
"Your Local I) Owned and Operated Savings Bank 
Where Neighbors are Helping Neighbors" 
A Full Service Bank 
"We would like to invite you to come 
by or call us so that we may help you 
with all your financial needs" 
Mike Estes 
Asst. Vice Pies. 
Branch Manager. 
Kitty Purcell 
Mortage Loan Officer 
Gene Clatter buck 
Loan Officer 
♦Checking and Savings Accounts 
♦Certificate of Deposits 
♦Individual Retirement Accounts 
♦Personal Loans including New & Used 
Auto,Vacation & Bill Consolidation 
♦ Home Mortages including 
New Purchases, Refinances 
♦ 90% Financing - No PMI 
♦ 2 Hour Approval - Can use for prior approval 
♦ 97% Financing with Higher Qualified Ratios 
♦ Construction Financing Available 
440 South Main St.Harnsonburg, VA 
540-432-1777 
website address: http://www.rKlsb.com 
—— 
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Junior Sean McMillan is 
stumped. 
That's tough one," he says, 
shaking his head. "I just don't 
know." 
McMillan is not sweating over 
a calculus problem or trying to 
come up with a thesis for his 
American Lit essay. He's sitting 
on the couch of a friend's apart- 
ment, drinking a Red Dog and 
watching the Washington 
Wizards beat the Golden State 
Warriors on TV. And he's trying to identify 
a major source of stress in his life. He's 
stumped. But then who wants to think on a 
Tuesday night? 
It isn't that McMillan is lazy. He trans- 
ferred to JMU last semester after two years 
at Northern Virginia Community College. 
On top of a full course load, he works 20 
hours a week making Pizzas for 
Chanello's, and he still finds time to host a 
weekly funk show on WXJM. Rather, the 
truth of the matter would no doubt baffle 
pundits and administrators even though it 
is news to virtually no one: College, most 
of the time, just isn't that hard. 
Ever since novelist Douglas Coupland 
coined the term "Generation X," the college 
kids of the '90s have labored under the 
insulting fallacy that they invented sloth. 
Just last month, researchers from the 
University of California at Los Angeles 
released the findings of a study that sug- 
gested this year's crop of college freshmen 
are collectively lazier than any other since 
the Johnson administration. 
More of the freshmen surveyed report- 
ed feeling bored in class, oversleeping and 
missing class, and drinking at least four 
times a month than any previous freshman 
class. JMU freshmen, according to a Breeze 
survey, are well ahead of the national 
curve in all categories but the latter: Only 
48 percent of JMU's Class of 2001 reported 
drinking at least four times a month, com- 
pared with 56 percent nationally. 
Regardless of whether you find these 
numbers alarming, the fact is the freshmen * 
who don't flunk out still have at least three 
years to defray the onset of responsibility. 
A more crucial question concerns college 
seniors, mere months away from the 
abyss. How many of them read a newspa- 
per every day or even three times a week? 
How many of them voted in Virginia's 
gubernatorial election last November? 
How many of them voted for president? 
Senior Dave Stienes would, at a glance, 
appear to be the poster boy for Young 
Initiative. 
After completing an internship with the 
accounting firm Arthur Anderson last 
summer, he has a permanent position 
awaiting him with the company in his 
home town of Philadelphia after gradua- 
tion. He expects to work 40 to 60 hours a 
week in his new job, which is why he plans 
to spend a month or two kicking around 
Harrisonburg — and four to six weeks 
kicking around Europe — before he joins 
the cufflink-wearing rank-and-file. 
Yet Stienes has never voted in any elec- 
tion. He reads Time and Newsweek, but only 
during the 10 hours a week he works at the 
Taylor Down Under coffee bar. Asked to 
it "' • FOCU 
Partying like 
GAME BOYS: Seniors Joe Basgier, Brett Fowler, Dave Stienes and Ted Boyke devote hours of late-night study to the subtleties of Nintem 
a week, and I got a 4.0," Stienes says. 
describe his life at college, he deadpans, 
"Horizontal." 
"I'm a pretty happy camper all around, 
this semester," he says. Though his junior 
year was difficult, he describes the bulk of 
his college career as being virtually stress- 
free. 
"Last semester I drank three nights a 
week, and I got a 4.0," he notes. 
Some faculty members have heard this 
all before and dismiss the bleak predictions 
as overanxious pessimism. 
Randy Mitchell, associate vice president 
for.the Student Success Program, questions 
the validity of such claims. 
"The complaints about today's students 
are the same things they said when I was a 
student," he says. "You don't have to be 
out on the streets carrying a banner to be 
involved. 
"When things are good in a country, 
people are less likely to be involved, 
Mitchell says. "Right now unemployment 
is low and we are on an economic upturn. 
Although there are a multitude of social 
issues, people are more reluctant to get 
politically involved when things are going 
good in their lives. All things move in 
cycles, I don't know that students are any 
more apathetic now than in times past." 
Bethany Oberst, executive director of 
International Education, views the issue 
similarly. 
"I have seen the subject of student apa- 
thy raised periodically," she says, "in the 
'80s and now again in the '90s it's a fair 
question to ask, but it's a routine issue." 
The Student Success Program looks to 
change the infrastructure of the university 
to increase the student learning environ- 
ment and overall college experience. 
. .. / don *t know 
that students are any 
more apathetic now 
than in times past. 
Randy Mitchell 
Student Success Program 
"We have three main objectives at the 
Student Success Program," Mitchell says. 
"We want to provide a better transition for 
students on the way in and out, to offer 
students the motivation to learn and take 
responsibility for themselves and make ser- 
vices more cohesive, putting essential func- 
tions together in one area," he says. "Our 
goal is to bring all of the programs together 
ft 
in close proximity to each other. The term 
we like to use is 'seamless.'" 
Along with the advancement of univer- 
sity programs to facilitate the educational 
climate, faculty members urge students to 
make a concentrated effort to get involved. 
"Students should take a look at them- 
selves. They should passionately engage 
life," Oberst says. "College is a great time 
to test out different areas of involvement 
that can lead to things later in life." 
Oberst tends to disagree with the 
assessment that student apathy is rising 
and involvement is lagging. 
"We have seen more students interested 
in international education over the past 
three years than ever before," she said. 
"This year's freshman survey showed 
interest in 44 percent of respondents com- 
pared with 35 percent in 1995." 
Mitchell stresses the importance of 
holding society to the same litmus test. 
"People can be better too; it's not just 
students," he says. "It's a societal reflec- 
tion." 
Apathy, it's a commonplace buzz word, 
but what does it mean? The topic is a con- 
versation piece for many Americans. The 
Washington Post runs an article yearly pub- 
lishing the results of an ongoing survey 
concerning, stMdpnV*p^*hy Ant* plnW* 
i - 
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ntendo 64. "Last semester, I drank three nights 
every annum if s a safe bet the story con- 
demns the years new crop of students as a 
slew of uninvolved slackers, worse than all 
students from previous years combined. 
But how accurate are these statistics? 
Can the generalizations suggested by the 
gathered data be applied to students across 
the board? And most importantly, what 
does all of mis mean for JMU and its stu- 
dents? 
In a randomly compiled survey, con- 
ducted by The Breeze earlier this week (see 
above graphic) spanning all class levels 
and covering the major areas of campus, 
JMU students spoke out about where they, 
the students, honestly stand. 
Students say whether such surveys are 
significant or even credible remains a mat- 
ter of debate, but almost all of tthe surveys 
seem to share one flaw: They all presup- 
pose that academics are the number one 
pressure in a student's life. For people like 
senior Joe Basgier, who has maintained a 
solid grade-point average while working 
30-plus hours a week to pay his own 
tuition, studies such as the one conducted 
by UCLA are a joke. 
"I work all the time," Basgier says. "I'm 
not lazy at all." 
Junior Adriane Stites is equally quick to 
reject the slacker label. She divides her time 
r"\ 
Apathy, 
tSchmapathy 
Or, simple truths to beguile UCLA 
researchers: We're not lazy. College just isn't 
that difficult. Besides, we choose to apply 
our gifts sparingly. Some of us even vote. 
By CHRIS KLIMEK and JULIAN WALKER 
between classes and the Water Polo Club. 
"I'm busy, but I'm not killing myself on 
three hours [of sleep] a night or whatever," 
she says. "I try to keep busy because it 
forces me to organize my time." 
Stites seems almost unique among stu- 
dents in that she claims to be politically 
active, or at least aware. She doesn't read a 
newspaper regularly, but she did vote in 
the last presidential election. She describes 
herself as "a very liberal person," intensely 
concerned with abortion rights and wom- 
en's issues. 
"[Politics] don't account for a lot of my 
time, but it takes up a lot of my thoughts," 
she says. 
However, students aren't the only ones 
questioning the validity of these studies. 
According to Mitchell, "It's fascinating 
that the question keeps coming up. These 
are the types of things we need to talk 
about anyway and, it raises some interest- 
ing questions," he says. "I'm just not sure 
the measure of apathy includes all of the 
variables." 
But there is always the exception that 
proves the rule. Senior Brett Fowler will 
graduate in May. For him, as for many stu- 
dents the anxiety of what comes after grad- 
uation far outweighs the small burden of 
earning the degree. His final year of col- 
lege, he says, has been characterized by "a 
lot more drinking" than previous years. 
"I guess I'm supposed to be a lot more 
motivated this year, but I'm not," Fowler 
says. "I have no motivation at all." His 
mantra, appropriately, comes from a TV 
show, "Seinfeld," which he watches in 
reruns almost every night: "I wear sweat- 
pants all the time because I've given up." 
His housemates cheer for a few seconds 
before returning their attention to their 
video game. 
©e© ©©© 
*"Do you think recent  incoming JMU 
students  are,   in general,  more 
apathetic?" 
YesMMMMMWIII    4- 
woTHlTHlTHlTHlTHllll 3< 
Don't know THITHJ. 1< 
|*"Do you  think there  is  a  trend 
toward apathetic behavior  in 
students  nationwide?" 
YesMMMMmMMBMIII 68% 
HoTHimiTHllll 25% 
Don • t know fHJ. 7% 
*Students surveyed: 
Class: 
freshmen 18% 
sophomores 27% 
juniors 32% 
seniors 23% 
Area: 
A-S/Music/Duke 37'. 
Quad/Bluestone 21?- 
Commons/Village 21^ 
Zane Showker/CISAT 21% 
REBECCA DOtfctaERTY/contributing artist 
I 
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Don't know where to take 
a date for Valentine's Day? 
Bring them to the game!!! 
JMU Baseball Returns 
on Feb. 14 in a double-header 
vs. 
Cleveland State 
Smftm <A attendance mil teem a (nee tcMl Potfetf 
[ Come kelp tie Diamond Dies open the '98 season!!! 
JMU students admitted FREE with JAC card! 
$3 Adults 
$2 Faculty, staff, senior citizens, children 6 and up! 
C^ACe    hti 
WINTER'S NOT OVER YET! 
BIG SALE 
COMING 
SOON! 
fcllseivie s^ 
suns* 
ride * pa*^ 
Salomon, 
j oyride 
silence / 
never summer* 
oxyge 
*** many 
NEXTTQSHONEY'S ON EAST MARKET ST. 
OPEN 8 AM TO 8 PM 7 DAYS A WEEK! 
MH^MMBM SPORTS 
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Frustration, speculation sweep through JMU football 
by Nick Langridge & Steven M. Trout 
staff writer & sports editor 
Recent coaching changes have 
left the JMU football program 
with a few question marks — 
some of which concern the status 
of head coach Alex Wood. 
Unconfirmed rumors have sur- 
faced about Wood and a possible 
job offer. 
After a Wednesday team 
meeting, sophomore safety Chris 
Capeheart said of the rumors, 
"I've heard bad; I've heard good. 
I've even heard [Wood] signed a 
five-year contract [somewhere 
else]. I wish sometime they 
would tell us... it's frustrating as 
hell." 
However according to quar- 
terback John DeFilippo, Wood is 
here to stay. Wood could not be 
reached for comment. 
Among other changes, defen- 
sive coordinator Dennis 
Fitzgerald is no longer with the 
Dukes as he has returned to his 
previous position as an Arena 
Football League defensive coor- 
dinator in Albany, N.Y. 
The Dukes have also lost for- 
mer wide receiver coach James 
Franklin to Washington State 
University, where he will take 
over as the tight ends coach. 
According to team sources, JMU 
tight end coach Mike Grant will 
take over the wide receiver 
coaching position in addition to 
his current job. 
When asked about the defen- 
sive coordinator situation, head 
coach Alex Wood said, "In foot- 
ball, coaches move on, but the 
continuity which lies within the 
team remains constant." 
Team members are eagerly 
waiting for word of a defensive 
coordinator replacement, but 
with no new information their 
frustration mounts. 
Capehart said, "i thought 
[Wood] was going to let us know 
at [yesterday's team] meeting, 
but he didn't say anything ..." 
Fitzgerald, who lasted only 
one season with JMU, left just as 
the defense began to grasp his 
system. Depending on the 
replacement, the Dukes' defen- 
sive unit could be forced to learn 
a whole new package for the 
upcoming year. 
The JMU football team has 
wasted no time in the recruiting 
process for the upcoming 1998 
season. On the first day of the 
NCAA's formal commitment 
period, the Dukes signed 15 high 
school players  including tail 
back Cody Hall, who racked up 
1,100 yards and 20 touchdowns 
last season for Berwick High 
School in Pennsylvania. Other 
recruits include Peter Moran 
(Watkins Mills, Md.), Quentin 
Collins (Wilde Lake, Md.), Chris 
Paquette (Fork Union, Pa.), Tom 
Paquette (Powhatan, Pa.), Jason 
Thompson (Damascus, Md.), C.J. 
Habersham (Fork Union, Pa.), 
Richard Hicks (Southern Vance, 
N.C.), Dan Cook (Centreville, 
Va.), Justin Ruffin (Tallwood, 
Va.), Eric Jones (North Forsytrt, 
N.C.), Antron Smith (Heritage, 
see FOOTBALL page 31 
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UR tangles 
JMU women 
in CAA play 
by Keith Feigenbaum 
senior writer 
It was just one of those games. The kind 
^here records and past performances are 
thrown out the window. Regardless of any 
adjustments a coach makes, no matter 
whether each player leaves every bit of 
energy and emotion on the court, fate lies 
only with the whims of the opponent. 
Tuesday night was such an experience 
for JMU's women's basketball team, as the 
University of Richmond turned- the 
Convocation Center into its personal play- 
ground, defeating the Dukes (13-9, 7-5 
CAA), 83-64. 
Namely, it was the Spiders' standout 
guard Jennifer Meade (second leading 
scorer in the CAA at 18.6 ppg) who 
reversed momentum for the Dukes, previ- 
ously winners of two straight games and 
sole possessor of third place in the CAA. 
Meade scored a game-high 29 points on 
13-of-15 shooting. In other words, if she 
was any more unconscious from the field 
no medical staff could have handled her, 
much less any defense. 
JMU head coach Bud Childers, whose 
Dukes defeated Richmond in overtime, 77- 
74, in their January meeting at the 
Richmond Coliseum, said, "That was 
probably the worst effort We've had since 
some of those games before the conference 
season. I'll take responsibility for it ... I 
did a poor job of preparing [the team] the 
last two days. [The Dukes are] a team that 
has to be driven hard, and I took a differ- 
ent approach and we came out flat and 
never had the kind of effort we've been 
getting lately. 
"I think [Meade] is one of the top three 
or four players in this conference," 
Childers said. "She had probably the game 
of her life tonight and that's a credit to 
her." 
Richmond (12-11, 6-7 CAA) looked like 
a hot team during the game, but they 
, couldn't have been any more deceptive. In 
' ftefl^lerjng Tpesday nigfa^gam/ythe 
Spiders were losers of five of their last six 
games and two straight. But records only 
tell part of the story, especially in a league 
that boasts only one team with less than 
four conference losses. 
The Spiders simply can put the ball in 
the basket. Against the Dukes, these 
shooting percentages told the story: 56.4 
percent from the field, 41.7 percent from 
three point range and 84.2 percent from 
the free-throw line. With those numbers, 
you can't go wrong, underdog or not. 
"They hit every shot they took," said 
Childers, hardly exaggerating. "They hit 
some incredible jump shots . . . and they 
had much more energy than us. We were 
the fat cats tonight and a wounded dog 
[Richmond] is hard to beat." 
Lost in the revelry of Richmond's 
shooting-clinic Tuesday night was the con- 
tinued steady play of JMU junior forward 
Kish Jordan, whose intensity and effort are 
unwavering. Jordan scored 14 points on 
six of 11 shooting, and added a team-high 
seven rebounds — a testament to her 
scrappy, hard-nosed work under the bas- 
ket. 
Combined with the team and career 
high 24-point performance of freshman 
gunslinger Becky Wollenberg, who may 
someday petition to move the three-point 
line ii\to the stands,.the Dukes have some 
solace as the conference season winds 
down and postseason play looms large in 
the near future. 
It was Wollenberg, with her game-high 
four three-pointers and eight of 19 shoot- 
ing that allowed JMU to stay within reach 
of Richmond, cutting into seemingly insur- 
mountable leads. Yet as she attempted to 
shoot the Dukes back into the game, 
Meade nudged the door shut with her 
near-perfect shooting display. 
Early in the game, it was actually the 
Spiders' stingy defense which caused the 
Dukes problems. Richmond's half-court 
traps allowed it to take a 4-0 lead three 
minutes into the contest, as the Dukes 
called a timeout to regroup and address 
the traps. Following the timeout, 
Richmond continued to put the heat on 
the Dukes, going on a 7-0 run to establish a 
21-9 lead at 9:37. 
Then the going got ugly for JMU, as 
two free throws by the Spiders' Mandy 
Hester (18 points) at the six-minute mark 
extended the deficit to 34-17. Though the 
Dukes battled back and appeared they 
would enter half time down a respectable. 
13 points. However, Richmonds' Tzetiel 
Barcus dashed any hopes of that with a 
DYLAN BOUCHERLE/senior photographer 
Junior forward Manika Herring goes up alone for two points during Tuesday's 83-64 loss to 
the University of Richmond. JMU's last home game is Feb. 22 vs. George Mason University. 
three-pointer at the buzzer — causing 
JMU be down 16 at the half. 
Jordan summed-up the Dukes perfor- 
mance, echoing Childers and the thoughts 
of her teammates. "We just weren't up for 
the game," Jordan said. 
Early in the second half, this simple 
truth proved more and more apparent as 
the Spiders built a game-high 18 point lead 
10 seconds in on a Hester jumper. JMU 
again battled back, showing they may 
have lost their edge but not their determi- 
nation.      
But, led by Meade's 16 second-half 
points, Richmond answered nearly every 
JMU basket with one of its own, building 
its lead to 61-41 at 9:47 on a Michelle Florin 
three-pointer. The Dukes were again able 
to reduce the Spiders' lead making it 7&M, - % 
as Mistiza Colebank hit a three-pointer 
with 2:26 remaining. But fittingly, Meade 
answered with her final field goal to seal 
the victory for Richmond. 
"I think we're a little better than •*» 
were tonight, but we were pretty bad," 
Childecssaid.. <..... ........ i ' 
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WE DELIVER 
ftl&tic    Stay out of the Doghouse! 
FL0R,ST
       Be sure to oA 
Valentines Fh 
lev your 
! owersj 
Asj<q ^<qC9     Order by Feb. 9th and 
get a FREE balloon to 
compliment your 
flowers 
Classic Design with an ARTISTIC flair by J.M.U. alumni Carla VanPelt 
600 UNIVERSITY BLVD. 
HARRISONBURG 
(NEXT TO COSTCO) 
Froggies 
Lounge 
Nightly Entertainment 
SKYLINE KARAOKE 
Amateur Karaoke   ThUTSduyS 8'.00 p.ffl. 
Contest^Thur.     frifayS 830 p.?H. 
ALL YOU CAN EAT STEAMED SHRIMP & WINGS! 
$5.95 
Fridays: 5:00-8:30 
SPECIAL VALENTINE'S 
EVENING 
SAT, FEB 14 
Featuring the comedy of: 
"BIG MAC" McCLELLAN 
Followed by the D.J. sounds of: 
RICK DOYLE 
*  I 
All for $29.95/Couple or 
$8/per person w/o dinner 
$8/under21 
MON-WED-NO COVER! 
Mow-CRYSTAL ARMENTROUT 
Tues/Wed-LIVE BLUES NITE 
Wed-Free Taco Bar 
SUNDAYS-Southside Singles Dine & D.J. Dance 
$7/Person 
2nd & 4th Sundays 
S. Main St.,Ramada Inn h^J 
Harrisonburg, VA ^ 
434-9981 ^ 
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Madison Manor offers all the 
luxuries you deserve in a quiet 
setting with the privacy you need. 
The ideal community for seniors 
and grad students, or anyone who 
wants to escape the ZOO found at 
those other OFF-CAMPUS 
apartment complexes. 
Call Sterling with any 
questions you may have or 
to set up an appointment 
434-5150 
wkti^t more, it iiitd ill* (*tt/ 
•Funkhouser & Associates Property Management- 
lniillM1 
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JMU Baseball '98 
by Dan Sullivan 
staff writer 
The recently shaved heads of all of the 
first-year players aren't the only noticeable 
changes on the JMU baseball team. 
There's new-found excitement among 
the players, thanks to Joe "Spanky" 
McFarland's arrival as head coach. The 
new atmosphere surrounding his arrival 
certainly hasn't gone unnoticed. Although 
the Dukes have yet to play their first game, 
the players feel rejuvenated. Just ask a few 
of them. 
"I like him a lot," said red-shirt junior 
Aaron Sams. "He obviously knows base- 
ball. He has books on pitching. 
[McFarland] is an all around good guy on 
and off the field. There's definitely more 
enthusiasm [among the team]." 
Tim Hughes, a sophomore pitcher, 
said, "I love him. He's not arrogant. He is 
just here to coach baseball, and he enjoys 
it. His players respond to that, and it cre- 
ates one of the best atmospheres I've ever 
been a part of." 
Kevin Razler, a junior center fielder, 
said he feels the improved atmoshpere will 
only help the team during the up-coming 
season. "I think everything is more 
relaxed," Razler said. "We're having a 
good time, but we're still getting things 
done. We don't have to worry about [last 
year's coach Kevin] Anderson getting off 
our backs. It's all about working hard and 
having a good time." 
This new attitude can only help the 
Dukes get off to a strong start. With that 
said, let's look at a breakdown of this 
year's team. 
McFarland inherits a squad that went 
31-26 last year and 10-10 in the CAA." 
While the pitching staff is young and inex- 
perienced, the offense possesses good 
speed and looks like it will score a lot of 
runs. Home runs may be a little on the 
down side, but the Dukes have several hit- 
ters who could hit five-to-ten. 
Pitching 
This is the big question mark for the 
Dukes. Can the arms give JMU a chance to 
win games? Almost 65 percent of the 
starters from last year are gone. McFarland 
plans on using a four-man rotation. The 
ace of the staff will be red-shirt junior left- 
hander Aaron Sams. His 68.2 innings 
pitched were second on the team to Travis 
Harper's 88.1, a third round pick of the 
Boston Red Sox. 
Following Sams in the rotation will be 
senior Greg White (who will also serve as 
the designated hitter when he isn't on the 
mound), sophomore Blair DeHardt (1-0, 
9.33) and sophomore Nick Herr (2-5,7.99). 
This will be the first year when White 
will be expected to contribute significantly 
as a pitcher. Drafted last spring as a first 
baseman by the New York Mets, White 
has only thrown 12 1/3 innings in his col- 
lege career. 
Tim Hughes, a sophomore transfer 
from Duke University, freshman Curtis 
Smith and freshman Wesley Hughes lead 
a group of five newcomers. 
"We have three good freshman play- 
ers," McFarland said. "We need to get 
them out in some game situations because 
they all have lots of ability." 
The bullpen will be anchored by sopho- 
more Nick James and red-shirt junior Ryan 
New. James could also be used as a spot- 
starter, in middle relief or as the closer. 
New is a sidearmer, which makes him a 
candidate for the closer role as well. 
Infield 
Senior Corey Hoch will start the season 
at first base. Hoch is a man of many posi- 
.. University). 
—_J—^—£ 
tions, as he started at both shortstop and 
third base during his sophomore and 
junior years. And because of an injury to 
catcher Bob Smoker, Hoch also saw con- 
siderable time behind the plate last spring. 
Now McFarland will ask his tri-captain to 
handle the job as the first bagger. 
"[Hoch] is the ultimate team player," 
McFarland said. 
To Hoch's right will be fleet-footed T. 
Riley. He only started 17 games in '97 and 
must fill the shoes of last year's starter, 
Rusty Lowery, who the team lost to gradu- 
ation. 
Nate Turner will be the shortstop. 
Turner also saw some time at third base 
last year and put up some impressive 
offensive numbers for a first-year starter 
(.319 BA, 6HR, 40 RBI). Sophomore Eric 
Bender (.307,1 HR, 19 RBI) was the open- 
ing day starter at third base a year ago and 
will try to add to a successful freshman 
campaign. The catching duties will fall to 
red-shirt junior Bob Smoker (.305,4 HR, 12 
RBI). He has been limited to just 28 games 
over the last two seasons because of injury. 
Backing him up will be highly touted Ben 
Golden, a freshman from Pennsylvania. 
Outfield 
The Dukes have a first-team CAA per- 
former in Kevin Razler (.358, 10 HR, 52 
RBI), arguably the best center fielder in the 
conference. Razler led the team in home 
runs a year ago with 10 and was second on 
the team in stolen bases with 14. Razler 
also has an excellent throwing arm and a 
fine eye at the plate. His .441 on-base per- 
centage will make it difficult for*" 
McFarland not to lead him off. But Razler's 
gap power also makes him a prime candi- 
date for the middle of the lineup. Razler 
split time last year at the top of the order 
and in the third spot. 
Senior trioptain Chad Hartman (.312, 
6 HR, 40 RBI) will start in left field. 
Hartman has worked his way into the 
starting lineup after making the squad as a 
walk-on in 1994. As of now, there isn't a 
definite starter in right field, but the duties 
will fall most likely to freshman Rich 
Thompson. Jay Cotter and Bryan Johnson 
are also fighting for playing time. 
One last piece of the puzzle will be 
senior Greg White, a sure-fire professional %>i 
prospect who led the team in hitting a year 
ago (.372, 9 HR, 51 RBI). His .619 slugging 
percentage also led the team. Combine his 
impressive numbers with his pitching 
capabilities and White may be one of the 
best two-way performers in the country. 
Look for the Dukes to take advantage 
of their team speed. Razler, White and | 
Hoch are the offensive leaders, and none 
of them are considered home-run hitters. 
But JMU led the conference in hitting a 
year ago (.320) and will play smart bas^- ^ 
ball. If the pitching comes through, the 
Dukes will compete for the CAA title. 
"Pitching is our question mark, because 
we have a lot of young guys," White said. 
"But there should be enough mixture there 
[along with the offense] to accomplish,. 
what we want to." 
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Off Campus 
Housing 
OPEN 
HOUSE!! 
This Friday & Saturday 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
i Foxhill Townhomes. 
JMU's Newest & 
Largest Off Campus 
housing. Foxhill is a 
for sale student 
community. Learn 
how you can save 
thousands of dollars 
by owning vs. renting. 
Stop by our 
open house! 
lownhomes 
1460 Devon Lane 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
540-432-5525 
Model Open 10-5 M-F 
CHECK THIS 
S$ Delivery $$ 
WE NEED YOU! 
TO DELIVER THE NEW GTE 
TELEPHONE DIRECTORY IN 
HARRISONBURG, VA & 
SURROUNDING AREAS 
Earn up to $7 per hour or more 
depending upon your speed 
of delivery. Must have a valid 
drivers license, a vehicle with 
current license plates and have 
4-8 daylight hours available. 
'   For more information call: 
1-800-839-5022 
Mon. - Fit 
11:30 am. - 7:00 p.m.  
MMWW& worn; GOME < / 
Medium 
1 Topping Pizza 
$ 0 • y y  with Jac Card 
•Expires 3/12/98. Not valid 
with any other offers. 
Large 
1  Topping Pizza 
5j) O • y y  with Jac Card 
•Expires 3/12/98. Not valid 
with any other offers. 
Dine-in/Carryout     Deli very/Carry out 
78 S. Carlton St.      373 N. Main St. 
434-0676 433-4800 
Dine-in/Carryout 
2485 S. Main St. 
433-1821 
, . ■ ' ,i ■ , 
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Spcirtlcy 
Firstlyear coach Joe "Spanky" 
McFarland is the Dukes' new skipper. 
The Breeze's Mike Gesario sat down 
with Spanky to get the true scoop. 
A new and exciting era of JMU baseball 
will begin Saturday as the Diamond Dukes 
suit up for an opening day double-header 
against the Vikings of Cleveland State 
University. Leading the Dukes into this 
next era Will be new head coach Joe 
"Spanky" McFarland. 
McFarland brings with him a style that 
is foreign to JMU and to the CAA. 
Offensively, his style is comparable to that 
of Phil Garner of the Milwaukee Brewers. 
McFarland, like Garner, believes in being 
aggressive and making things happen. He 
likes to hit and run, steal and execute safe 
ty squeezes. 
"Offensively, I like to run and put pres- 
sure on the other team and try to force 
them to make errors," he said. "My whole 
strategy on offense and defense is really 
dictated by the extra base. Extra bases 
means being aggressive. We are going to 
run a lot. We have really been working 
hard on base running, which is something 
they haven't really done here . We like to 
create some excitement," McFarland said. 
"1 am not a very patient guy. I don't like to 
sit back and wait for the three-run homer. I 
am not Earl Weaver. We won't sit back, 
we'll make things happen." 
This style may turn out to be perfect for 
the Dukes, as they have no real home run 
threat. Rather, the Dukes will have to rely 
on aggressive base running and sound 
defense. 
Junior infielder Nate Turner said, "We 
have the personnel to do what he wants us 
to do. It fits us well. It well help us out a 
lot." 
McFarland's approach to coaching 
pitchers speaks for itself. McFarland has 
written two books on the subject. His book 
titled Coaching Pitchers has a foreword by 
Kevin Brown of the San Diego Padres, 
who worked under McFarland at Georgia 
Tech. 
"I was able to foresee that [Brown] was 
going to be good and I worked hard with 
him," McFarland said. "But, he could have 
went anywhere. It's not like I taught him 
to throw the 95 mile an hour sinker," said 
the modest McFarland. "I have always felt 
that you help them all whether they're 
number one or number 12 on your staff 
and just see what happens." 
McFarland must be doing something 
right as he has coached more than 50 
pitchers who have signed professional 
contracts, including seven who have made 
it to the major leagues. 
"One of things I am supposed to be 
good at, arid I guess I have been in the 
past, is getting the most out of the pitching 
staff," McFarland said. 
McFarland left his head-coaching job at 
Northern Illinois University to assume his 
current position at JMU. Previously he 
worked as assistant coach at South Florida, 
Georgia Tech, Florida State and 
Appalachian State, and as the head coach 
at Kellogg Community College. 
Taken at face value, McFarland's over- 
all record of 143-211-1 at Northern Illinois 
is hardly spectacular. However, the record 
is good enough to make McFarland the 
winningest coach in NIU's baseball histo- 
ry- 
He was given the job after the program 
had been discontinued for nearly 10 years, 
meaning he not only had to worry about 
finding players but also raising funds and 
getting scholarships. 
Still, McFarland took the team from the 
depths of the Midwestern Collegiate 
Conference in 1991 to the regular-season 
and tournament championships and 
NCAA play in 1996. 
"It was taking too long for me to rum 
the corner up there," McFarland. "But, in 
hindsight if you look at it, starting with 
absolutely nothing and then in six years 
going to the NCAA tournament, that's 
pretty good." 
As a result of the slow progression of 
the program, lack of scholarships and a 
general lack of interest in collegiate base- 
ball in the north, McFarland was ready for 
a change of scenery. Ironically, McFarland 
and his wife had already discussed the 
idea of coming to Virginia. 
"It's really funny," he said. "We always 
said that if we could pick anywhere in the 
country that we wanted to live, it would 
either be Virginia or North Carolina. When 
[JMU] called, I already knew the history of 
the program, and since it was where we 
wanted to live, it was pretty much a no- 
brainer," McFarland said. 
McFarland inherits a unfque situation 
at JMU. He arrived relatively late in the 
year after former head coach Kevin 
Anderson, who coached the team to a 31- 
26 record last season, left the Dukes amid a 
alleged controversy in September. The 
Dukes' roster is also full of question marks, 
as a dozen new players have joined the 
team. While the Dukes have five position 
players who started 50 or more games last 
season, only three others played in at least 
25 games. Yet, despite the situation, 
McFarland remains very optimistic. 
"The positives outweigh the nega- 
tives," he said. "It's a great bunch of guys. 
They work hard. They take it serious. It's 
great to be back in this atmosphere again 
where baseball is considered a major sport 
and the players are dedicated and commit- 
ted to it." 
It seems like the Dukes have taken a 
liking to McFarland as well. 
Turner said, "I love him. He's a great 
guy and a great coach. He's very orga- 
nized and everything runs smooth. The 
team is relaxed; and we are fundamentally 
sound." 
As for McFarland, he is happy with 
what he has seen so far in his team. He 
equates the team to a wolf pack, whose 
strength lies within the group. 
ALLYS 
Dukes coach Joe "Spanky" McFarland kicks off his term 
[ squad takes on Cleveland State University In Saturday's 
>p man-as his 
•r. 
McFarland said, "It's a highly respected 
conference. From top to bottom it is pretty 
good, as all the rankings show. The publi- 
cations have us picked third, fourth or 
fifth, and I'm sure that's based mostly on 
our reputation. If you listed the league's 
top 10 players, we may not have a guy on 
there. But, if you listed the league's top 30 
players, we would have a lot of guys on 
that." 
McFarland is taking a very business- 
like approach to his first season as the 
Dukes' skipper. He says the season is long 
and too many unexpected things can hap- 
pen to get extradorinarily excited every- 
day. 
He believes a day-by-day approach to 
baseball is the best way to go. 
"You have to work on the fundamen- 
tals and play the percentages," McFarland 
said. "If we can throw strikes, make the 
routine plays, put the bat on the ball and 
play in a consistent manner then we are 
going to have a good year. You don't get 
too up and you don't get too down. You 
just do your job." 
Of course, that doesn't mean the Dukes 
aren't having fun. McFarland is a little 
more laid back in practice than he his dur- 
ing the game. Practice for the Dukes con- 
sists of some very unusual drills, such as 
sliding headfirst in the gym in Godwin 
Hall and diving in the mud on the field 
outside. 
Buried within McFarland's approacffUy' 
the game is his belief that a team must 
peak at the right time of the year. 
"If we are an eight-cylinder car, the first 
weekend we will probably be clicking on 
six-cylinders, hopefully that's enough to 
get us 'W's," he said. "When the confer- 
ence play starts, hopefully, we will be 
working on seven cylinders. By the time 
the tournament gets here at the end of the 
season, we will be working on eight-cylin- 
ders and will be peaking at the right time," 
The Dukes wil begin the long jourt**—. 
toward the conference tournament on     * 
Saturday   against   Cleveland    State 
University, McFarland asserts Saturday's 
game will kick off a memorable season. 
■"I can guarantee you that it is goings 
be fun," he said. "If-you go to watch us 
play, you will be entertained." 
mmmmmmmm 
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MAKING DECISIONS ON WHERE TO LIVE NEXT YEAR 
UNTIL YOU HAVE CHECKED OUT ALL YOUR OPTIONS 
Funkhouser & Associates Cull 
Property Management 434-5150 
600 PROPERTIES LOCATED ON EVERY SIDE OF CAMPUS 
/ THINK 
ABOUT WHAT LOCATION AND AMENITIES WILL MEET YOUR NEEDS 
Hunters Ridge Condominiums 
Hunters Ridge 
fown houses 
Madison Manor 
Mountain View 
High speed Internet access service 
in your own bedroom 
(could be possible) ask Sterling 
Front Door Parking / 
First off/First on Bus Service 
Quiet,   2 & 3 bedrooms 
Pool, Bus Service, Fireplace 
Walking distance from JMU 
4 bedrooms/4 baths 
University Place 
Madison 
ns 
Duke Gardens 
Madison Terrace 
Madison Square 
3 & 4 bedrooms 
3 bedrooms with private decks, 
walk to JMU 
3" bedrooms 
You cannot get any closer to 
school than being on Campus 
1, 2 & 3 bedrooms. 
Walk to campus 
3 bedroom, 2 1/2 bath, 
3 level townhouse 
* * ■   . *   t »    . •• i i^^ 
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Sams leads core of inexperienced pitchers 
by Gene Holson 
contributing writer 
The JMU baseball team 
led the CAA in hitting for 
die second straight year in 
gjr F^< 1997 but finished third in 
'"■<'..  u. conference with a 10-10 
Du~*J DU« record. The 
problem, simply put, was 
pitching. 
The staff stood at the bot- 
tom of the CAA in ERA, 
(6.55) and hits allowed per 
game (10.9). 
Adding to the concern, the Dukes 
lost several pitchers due to the 
Major League draft, transfers and 
graduation. 
These standouts include Travis 
Harper and Tim Bouch, who account- 
ed for more than 30 percent of the 
staff's innings last year. 
With last season's struggles and the 
loss of several key pitchers, new head 
coach Joe "Spanky" McFarland and 
the Dukes have major questions about 
the staff that need to be answered. 
Going into opening day, the ace of 
the staff looks to be red-shirt junior 
Aaron Sams. The southpaw finished last 
season with a 6-5 record and a 4.98 ERA. 
"Aaron's going to be the number one 
guy," McFarland said. "He's got talent and 
experience." 
In fact, Sams has pitched nearly twice 
as many innings as any of the other hurlers 
on the staff. Sams is using that experience 
to help lead the young staff. 
"Aaron has shown that he is willing to 
take on a leadership role," McFarland 
said. 
Helping Sams anchor the rotation will 
be senior Greg White. Recruited out of 
high school as a pitcher, White has seen 
only 12 1/3 innings on 
the mound in his 
first three seasons 
of pitching. 
Instead        of 
pitching, he was 
an all-state and all 
CAA selection at 
first base in 19% 
and an all-state 
shortstop last sea- 
son. 
After 
watching the 
staff's   prob- 
lems last season, 
White decided to take more 
responsibility on the mound 
in 1998. 
"Last year we struggled 
a lot, and we needed pitching 
help," White said. 
Despite   his   lack   of 
innings at the college level, 
White feels confident that he 
will be able to step up and per- 
form. 
Tm ready to go," White 
said. 
The coaching staff isn't con- 
cerned about moving the successful fielder 
either. 
Assistant coach Terry Rooney, the day- 
to-day pitching coach said, "We're not 
worried about Greg at all. He's a leader 
and a bulldog, and we expect him to play 
a big part for us this year." 
Rounding out the starting rota- 
tion will be sophomores Blair 
Dehardt (1-0 with a 9.33 ERA last   *L 
season) and Nick Herr (2-5 arid 
7.99). 
Dehardt missed 
28 games last year 
due to an elbow 
injury     but     is 
healthy going into 
this season. 
Herr and Dehardt will be 
asked to eat up a lot of 
innings to add depth to 
the starting rotation. 
In the bullpen, red- 
shirt junior Ryan New 
(0-0 with 8.27 ERA in 
1997) and sophomore 
Nick James (2-1 with 
4.23   ERA)   will 
lead the charge. 
Junior left- 
hander   Jason 
White (1-3, 6.64 ERA) and a group of five 
newcomers, including Duke University 
transfer sophomore Tim Hughes and 
freshman prospects Wesley Howell. 
The coaching staff is counting on New and 
James to carry the brunt of the work. 
"Ryan and Nick will be our go-to guys 
Kevin is the Diamond Dukes' Razler and dazzler 
by Courtney A. Crowley 
senior water 
§* Out of all the center fielders in baseball history 
that Dukes head coach Joe 
fM>4£Z -^ "Spanky" McFarland 
';      Tl;       ' could have compared 
^^ junior center fielder Kevin 
Razler to, he picked Lenny Dykstra. Seems 
like McFarland knows what he's talking 
about. You see, Dykstra is otherwise 
known as "Nails." Dykstra's known for 
playing center field with abandon — div- 
ing, sliding and running all over the out- 
field to make a play. 
Razler plays with the same gritty drive. 
In other words, he's tough as nails. "[In the 
outfield] I'm crazy out there, running into 
walls and stuff," Razler said. 
McFarland said, "[Razler] gets after it 
— he's a coach's dream. He loves to get 
dirty and loves to work hard." 
Left fielder Chad Hartman echoed 
McFarland's feelings. "Kevin has a great 
work ethic," Hartman said. "He works 
hard everyday." 
Razler said, "I'm not the kind of guy to 
put on my spikes and throw my glove on 
the field and rely on what I have. I go out 
and work as hard as I can to help the 
team." 
Works hard. Gets dirty. One might 
make the hasty generalization that Razler 
is a player who has a great attitude but 
might not have any talent. But anyone 
who knows anything about JMU Baseball 
knows better. 
Razler led the Dukes in five offensive 
categories in 1997: He had 10 home runs, 
52 RBIs, 32 walks, 16 stolen bases and a 
.441 on-base percentage. And as if that 
wasn't good enough, Razler also found the 
time to rack up 77 hits, 52 runs and two 
triples. He batted .358 and slugged .581. 
"Kevin has the rare combination of 
speed, a strong arm and the ability to hit," 
Hartman said. "He can hit for average and 
power — he's the closest thing we have to 
a five-tool player. 
Senior catcher Bob Smoker said, "I love 
playing with him. We get 100 percent from 
him everyday. He's always a deep threat 
and a threat to run bases. 
Razler is modest, too. Despite his 1997 
season, he still sees facets of his game that 
he can improve upon. "The big thing is my 
hitting — I'm real streaky. I can be on for a 
week, week-and-a-half," he said. "But I'm 
very inconsistent — I need to be more con- 
sistent day in and day out." 
Baseball is a tough sport in which to be 
consistent, though, and streaks run both 
ways. Case in point: the Dukes' series 
against the University of Massachusetts 
last season. ,;It was one of the best hitting 
weekends of my life — I hit a couple of 
home runs," Razler said. "I was in a zone 
because anything they threw up there, I 
hit. It was the highlight of my season." 
One thing about Razler that isn't incon- 
sistent is his intensity. Smoker said, "He's 
a gamer and plays with intensity. He 
shows up for every game ready to play 
and works hard." 
- ' 
when the game is on the line," McFarland 
said. "The young guys are expected to 
hop right in and contribute however." 
The addition of McFarland should 
help the pitching staff immensely. 
McFarland is known in 
baseball circles as being a 
pitching guru of sorts, 
having authored two 
books on the subject and 
coached several Major 
Leaguers. 
White said, "He has 
changed the focus here. 
There's now more intensity, 
concentration and dedication." 
JMU comes into the 
1998 season having won at ^ „. 
least 30 games four years 
straight. 
With the addition of McFarland, 
a strong freshman class and a    « 
core group of returning stars, 
the Dukes hope to add to 
that streak. 
There is little 
question that the 
team will score 
'runs, but what 
remains to be seen 
is if the pitching staff can do its part. 
"So far, it has been mostly positive," 
McFarland said. "They are physically tal- 
ented and have an outstanding work 
ethic, but it remains to be seen how they 
will perform between the lines." 
The Dukes face Cleveland State 
University Saturday. 
FILE PHOTO 
see RAZLER page 31      Junior Kevin Razler starts his slide into home plate for one of his 52 runs in 1997. 
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is perfectly located at 153 South Main Street in 
downtown Harrisonburg and is now open 
for lunch and dinner. 
M II ■■ II ■• II II II II II II II |l II II 
salad bar. Featuring oauy specials 
Great Food! & a great location. 
Indulge yourself Mainstreet Style! 
V*J 
»l II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II I  II II II II II II II II II II II II II II ■■ •■ II II II I 
Introducing- Fiesta Fridays ^ price Tacos & 
Delicious Mexican platters only on Fridays, 
only at Mainstreet. 
for more information please call 432-9963 
MAINSTREET Amusement Hall 
is Now Open! 
ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii it ii ii ii ii it ii ii ii ii ii ii ii it ii ii it ii i 
Tables •   Video Games   •   Darts 
with music & Mainstreet Menu available. 
^•^^^^•••"••llll   II   II   II   MIMMI  II   II  II   II   II   II   II  II   II  II IMIIMIII   II  II  IIHIHMIIMnMMMMllMMnnMMMMIIMIIMMI 
Amusement Hall hours 
1100 am. - 11:00 pm.   Mon-Sat 
The Mainstreet Amusement Hall is located downstairs at Mainstreet Bar & Grill 
for more information please c^ll 432-9963 
r <     '     »    I 
.     -     I 
****** 
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Razler 
continued from page 29 
Razler said, "I have lots of fun, a big 
reason to play is to have fun. But if I strike 
out, I throw stuff. It's not pretty. The inten- 
sity helps keep me focused." 
His is a quiet intensity, but as far as 
Razler's teammates and coach are con- 
cerned, it's more than just intensity: it's 
leadership both on and off the diamond. 
Hartman said, "I play left field and we 
work well together. He takes charge of the 
outfield. He's not a real vocal guy. 
Basically he leads by example — everyone 
feeds off the example he sets — working 
hard in the weight room, in practice, what- 
ever." 
Again Razler prefers to deflect the 
praise for his on-field prowess. "I learned 
positioning according to counts and what 
hitters have previously done my whole 
life," he said. "All my coaches taught me 
— it's not really me, I give them all the 
credit." 
McFarland said, "Leaders are bom, not 
necessarily taught. He wants to be in there 
to get the big hit — he wants to have the 
bat in his hand. He wants to make the big 
catch and contribute that way. Off the field 
he doesn't say a lot, but when he talks, 
people listen, he's a natural leader." 
On this point, Razler finally relented. 
"I'm a leader," he said. "I think the 
younger guys look up to me and follow 
what I do. If s my third year starting." 
Razler's a strong baseball player. But 
just like any other player, he wasn't always 
like this. 
Smoker said, "He was pretty much like 
any freshman when he came in — skinny 
and he didn't have a lot of power. He's 
learned a lot about the game and came 
together as a total player. He uses his tools; 
he's matured as a player." 
Razler said, "When I came in, [former 
head] coach [Kevin] Anderson said he 
wanted me to be a slap hitter — just to get 
on first base. But now I'm a gap hitter, 
mostly to right-center. I hit for extra bases 
anytime I can." 
Razler's ability to hit for extra bases 
mixed with his speed will only help him 
adapt to the new system McFarland brings 
with him. 
"Obviously we would like for him to 
continue his outstanding play from the 
past," he said. "But our emphasis has 
changed — there will be more emphasis 
on base running. It will be more up-tempo. 
I hope he leads the way by stealing bases 
and turning singles into doubles." 
Razler is looking to have a dynamic 
1998 season; his goal is to bat .400 and hit 
15 home runs. "But that's not my main 
concern," he said. "I want help the team 
and go to the NCAA Regional 
[Tournament]. I've heard stories, but never 
experienced it. I heard it's a great atmos- 
phere." 
FIRST GAME OF THE SEASON: 
The 1998 campaign begins Saturday as 
th Dukes host Cleveland State University 
for a Saturday doubleheader at Mauck 
Stadium. The Dukes never faced CSU in 
1997. 
Football  
continued from page 23 
Va.), and Robert Carson (Liberty- 
Bedford, Va.). 
The Dukes also welcome the addition 
of four new transfers including Curtis 
Keaton, a former tail back for the 
Division I-A West Virginia 
Mountaineers. Keaton, who describes 
himself as a slasher, was last timed at 
4.25 seconds in the forty-yard dash. 
Coming to JMU in search of playing 
time, Keaton said, 'Tm looking for the 
the chance to make a contribution, play- 
er's make plays and thafs what I want 
to do." 
Quarterback John Borosky also from 
WVU, cornerback Tony Joe of Virginia 
Tech and defensive end Robert Garrison 
of Los Medanos College in California 
have also transferred to Madison over 
the off season. 
On a positive note, James Madison 
free safety Tony Booth has been named 
a second-team Division I-AA All- 
American by the ESPN/USA Today Top 
25 poll. Along with Booth's return, the 
Dukes hope to see middle linebacker 
Jason Parmer back on the field after 
being sidelined with a leg injury last 
season. Parmer started at middle line- 
backer as a red-shirt freshman two sea- 
sons ago. 
The team has dedicated its winter to 
a strict conditioning and training sched- 
ule which includes four days of lifting 
and three running days. 
About the importance of the off sea- 
son Boom said, "It allows us to establish 
  
a foundation and develop focus upon 
communication. Hard work in the off sea^ 
son leads to greater mental toughness and 
team unity, which carries on throughout 
the entire year." 
When your mother told you to go to 
church, she didn't know about 
lllHiil CHURCH. 
What your mother doesn't know won't 
hurt her. 
I'JMf l£ CHURCH the church wilh an-attilude , ,   .. >,.,,.... 
■ ' '*   --  — 
• 
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Vaf&v Me&ca( Group   530 tftff av* 
 Thomas Mauser, D.O. Elizabeth Swallow, M.D. 
Blair Holl, M.D.                   Cathy Rittenhouse, RNC,NP 
Kathleen Bell, M.D. __* .  
/ 
Convenient medical and gynecological services for comnwi illn^ses 
• acute problems • physical exams • allerey shots & immunizations • weight loss 
PAP smears • contraception • x-ray & lab on site 
lfew eV estattished'patients welcome ♦ Call for an anointment 
Participates with BOBS • QualChoice • Cigna • Medicare 
530 Neff Avenue, corner Reservoir, behind the mall      432-1234 
504 W. Spotswood Trail, Elkton, VA  298-1234 1-800-243-4314 
Connect with ,m 
Wirel ess 
Sprint/ 
Spectrum® 
SHE NT EL 
Internet 
Internet 
/ 
•Plans start $10 
•Free Voicemail 
•Free Pager 
•Free Caller ID 
Paging 
•Plans start $10 
•Local Call 
•T-l Service 
•Educ. Discounts 
•Service as low as $5.75 
•State Wide Options 
•Rental Pagers 
•No Activation Fees 
Call 432-3300 or Stop by Shentel behind 
Valley Mall in Town Center 
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RECI N I RECAP 
I Ik' l mi. s vvi 'ii it- first 
iiK'Jiil i>f the Niiy.mo Olympics when 
,n\ Mosele\ finished first in the men's 
tils. I h- tini nJs was the 
t,i-u -i ol the day and earned him a score ol 
In Dthei news, American slciei 
iho Street took home the m>ld in the 
\\ omen's Super-( i in ,i race that ended 
with the top three skiers separated h\ ,i 
i n-hundredths i >| i second. 
( '.iii.iJi.ip, snowK »arder Ross 
Rehayli iti, winner ol his sports first 
Olympic yold medal, wiill learn on 
Thursday whether ;i positive test for 
marijuana will strip him ol the medal. 
Q8P 
1998 Winter Games 
Nm 
Dukes bounce back, but Fall 
short against Tribe, 53-52 
Boozer book-shot at buzzer just misses come-back 
by Seth Burton 
assistant sports editor 
Sometimes in sports, there are moments where a 
team just has to play for pride. Last night's match-up 
with the College of William & Mary was just such an 
occasion for the Dukes. 
After getting embarrassed 89-60 by the Tribe Jan. 
14 at the Convo, JMU had more than a fair share of 
revenge on their mind. 
The Dukes did not get it however, losing 53-52 
when senior center Lamont Boozer's heavily contest- 
ed jump-hook shot fell off the rim at the buzzer. 
At least this defeat was respectable, but as the 
Dukes fell to 7-15, there is no longer room for moral 
victories. 
After facing a 26-21 half-time deficit, the Dukes 
charged back in the second half, leading by as much 
as five. 
With 1:26 left in the game and JMU holding onto a 
52-48 lead, W&M forward Bill Phillips tipped in a 
miss to bring the Tribe to within two. 
The Dukes held the ball until junior point guard 
Ned Felton was called for an offensive foul as he 
drove to the basket with 44 seconds left. 
Then it was time for more Tribe heroics, as W&M 
point guard and leading scorer Randy Bracy drained 
a three-pointer with 26.2 seconds left to give the Tribe 
the final 53-52 margin. 
The Dukes would have two more chances to steal 
the game back, however. 
Junior forward Eugene Atkinson missed a late 
shot but in the ensuing scramble the ball was 
knocked out of bounds by a Tribe player under the 
basket. 
With 1.5 seconds left, the Dukes inbounded to 
Boozer in the lane, who fired off his errant hook shot 
despite heavy W&M defensive pressure. 
Felton led the way for the Dukes with 14 points, 
but the game may be better remembered as sopho- 
more center Rob Strickland's coming out party. 
Strickland, who has shown faint flashes of being 
the inside presence the Dukes desire, played strong 
last night. 
Strickland controlled the boards, grabbing down 
a career-high 18 rebounds to go with his 11 points. 
For the second straight game, Boozer played 
through his constant nagging injuries to score 13 
points and snag eight rebounds. 
Terrance Jennings led the way for the Tribe with 
17 points, although he only scored three after half- 
time. 
Bracy was the main Dukes killer, torching the 
JMU for six of the Tribe's last eight points. Bracy fin- 
ished with 15 points, including six in the last 3:25. 
Once again, the Dukes were not able to take 
advantage of a poor-shooting opponent, as both 
teams shot 38 percent from the floor. 
The Dukes return home to the Convocation 
Center Saturday where they face Virginia 
Commonwealth University at 7:30 p.m. 
^ValcHtOiC^ 'Day 
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAMD! 
Jamaican 
Meat Pies! 
Voted Best Delicatessen in the 'Burg 
2035-51 E. Market St.    Skyline Village Plaza    433-4090 
c/f yoa can'l make il 
on Saturday, try 
cuv Valentine w 
Sunday Specials 
22! TiHitMMity'Slvd.   X01-022i 
\ 
This Valentines Day 
say it with flowets! 
433-7789 
Call for more information. 
Have you visited our Web site, 
www.FTD.com/Rainbow Flowers 
Valley Center 
243NeffAve. 
behind Valley Mall 
 *» » « » i t < ♦ » »■ t > ■ > % i i j t 
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THE BREEZE IIS HIRING ITS STAFF TO WORK APRIL II, II998* 1999 
•NEWS EDITORS    •ASST. NEWS EDITOR    -OPINION EDITOR 
•STYLE EDITOR    •FOCUS EDITOR   ^DESIGN EDITOR 
•COPY EDITOR    •SPORTS EDITOR   •PHOTO EDITOR 
•GRAPHICS EDITOR    *ASST. PHOTO EDITOR 
•ASST. SPORTS EDITOR      «ASST. STYLE/FOCUS EDITOR 
TRAINING FOR THESE PAID POSITIONS RUNS THROUGH MARCH. TO APPLY. 
SUBMIT A RESUME. COVER LETTER AND FIVE CLIPS TO EDITOR. THE BREEZE. ^ 
THE BASEMENT OF ANTHONY-SEEGER HALL BY 5PA4. THURSDAY. FEB. 12. 
AV5. 
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'     Tree TfeCivery 
toJ<M<U Ted. 13th & 14th 
The 
>Lona-Stem (Roses   ^ \ o u> 
(garden 
298-0211 
Shew someone how muck you care 
this Valentine's Day! 
♦Tres/i aruiSifa 
(Arrangements 
M rtman motor sales, me 
SALES 
8:00-7:00 Mon.-Fri. 
8:00-5:00 Sat. 
SERVICE 
7:30-5:30 Mon.-Fri. 
8:00-12:00 Sat. _ 
FARTS 
7:30-5:00 Mon.-Fri. 
8:00-12:00 Sat 
Neon Highline Sedan 
Jeep Wrangler 
O Oot/gc 
JccpjEnnle 
OoyJn O Plymouth 
1711 S. Main, H.miyjnhiim 
Free Roses 
With the purchase of a 
bike for the sweetheart 
in your life! 
A $22 to $33 value. 
See Store for details 
Roses are from: 
All About Flowers A Gifts 
Rt. 42 South, Dayton 
OVER 300 SPECIALIZED & GIANT 
BIKES TO CHOSE FROM. 
GREAT SELECTION OF SALE BIKES. 
SPECIAL INCLUDES CLOSE-OUT BIKES. 
Molt   Hill   Blk.s. 
Just  Mm'',  from 
Campus 
Whara Cyc*.*g W Funl 
Maryland  Ave 
Mole  Hill   Bikes/ 
>$& 
il /*■ 
^\    /JMU 
^     As-   A~ 
/■^ /? /eg        ( 
Dayton, VA 
*J & 
(0tie ^ noJ>(ace 
match you 
Olde Mill Village 
AN EASY 10 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS. 
(No hills to climb or interstate to cross.) 
AMENITIES GALORE: 
ata 
COLDUIGU. 
BANKGRU 
HORSLEY AND 
CONSTABLE 
> Pedal on the level - no hills to climb or interstate to cross. 
1
 Only four blocks lo campus. 
1
 Energy efficient heat pumps. 
1
 Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting. 
1
 Mini-blinds on all windows. 
1
 Basketball courts. 
1
 Paved parking spaces. 
Pre-wired for telephone. 
Telephone & cable outlets in each room. 
Dcadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments. 
Well lit parking lot and walkways. 
Convenient bus service to campus & Valley Mall. 
F-'ull time management and maintenance. 
No sliding patio doors. 432-9502 
Call Lisa today and see how easy and affordable off campus housing can be. 
■ 
i -;i i> cJ a 
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Here On Planet Earth\5cott Trobaugb 
Airboard \Joe Booe & In Kwang Kim 
Crossword Puzzle 
/ 
ACROSS 
1 Neighbor* of 
knights 
8 Progressed 
laboriously 
15 Tabernacle table 
20 Elaine, the "Lily 
Maid of _' 
21 Public spectada 
22 'Chinatown' 
screenwriter 
23 Get ready tor a 
•hock 
25 Conrad and 
Barbara 
26 Riverside 
27 European white- 
tailed eagle 
28 Eliot's Marner 
20 la unable 
30 Why not? 
31 Notes of the scale 
32 D-Oay 
transportation 
33 Came down with 
34 Classic Pontiac 
letters 
35 "DoYa'rockgrp. 
36 African fox 
37 Love and hate, 
•0- 
40 Musician's organ 
41 Kitchen occupant 
of song 
43 Egt.-Syr.. once 
45 Recipient of 
largesse 
46 Take in 
47 Clubs in Fred's 
bag 
51 Surmise 
52 Church leaders 
55 Location 
56 Stood very tall 
58 Buddha 
60 US weather grp. 
62 Porcine comment 
63 Poetry from Pindar 
66 Melville's Typee* 
sequel 
67 Mothers' helpers 
70 Channel marker 
71 Heavy-hearted 
72 Spanish port on 
the Atlantic 
73 The Pree., 
militarily 
74 Make inoperative 
76 Keep out 
79 Director Bunuel 
81  Blew in strong 
Wests 
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F V n  r T an nr 
7(0 
I    A 
0 o « 1 FA so L a A T o|s c 
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T 
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K t N N 1 * s ' A V 1 N « E A 1 i S   1 
N E 0 A r ° s t E N ° D E P   A B r 
82 Chairmeker 
84 Minute fractions 
87 Historic stretches 
88 Hot medicated 
compress 
89 Took off 
90 Bobby of the 
Chicago Seven 
94 Mule of song 
95 Captivated 
98 Depend 
100 _ Romans 
101 _Slmbel 
(Ramses temple) 
102 Moving vehicle 
103 6 on the phone 
104 Mauna _ 
105 Pain in the neck 
106 Jump over again 
108 One of Harpo's   ' 
brothers 
110 Pause fillers 
111 Word In an 
ultimatum 
112 Spanish hero 
113 Alert and listening 
stretch 
116 Coeurd- ID 
117 The New 
Colossus' poet 
118 Inflicted 
110 Nostrils 
120 vain 
121 Old-time inn 
employees 
DOWN 
1 Ran off at the 
mouth 
2 Tel Aviv citizen 
3 "Repo Man* star, 
Harry Dean  
4 Horse ankles 
5 Grand Opry 
6 Check writers 
7 Accumulates 
8 Life-saving meth. 
9 Fight, country- 
style 
10 Generation-based 
bias 
11 Prosperous 
12 Future rocks 
13 Chemical suffixes 
14 Drunk-tank letters 
15 Plate appearances 
16 Bank deal 
17 Slight lack of 
confidence 
18 Supply 
commentary 
19 Antique shop 
employee 
24 Breaks open 
shrink-wrap 
29 David, the pitcher 
33 Loses all 
inhibitions 
36 Now in 
Guadalajara 
38 Horn honk 
39 Homebound 
42 Vinegary: pref. 
44 Queen of Spain 
46 Compass dir. 
48 Postal service 
49 Follower of Zeno 
50 With little energy 
left 
51 Nettle 
52 Inspirations of 
individualists 
53 Tibetan monk 
54 Intestinal disorder 
57 Navy Hag 
59 Of the first Roman 
emperor 
61 ' _ Dei' 
64 Welfare in 
Wotverhampton 
65 Ogled 
68 Lecturer's platform 
69 Slicker 
70 _ -Terre 
72 TV adjunct 
75 Full of lather 
77 Makes a cross 
78 Montreal 
ballplayer 
80 Bright red 
82 Surgical birth 
method 
83 Richard Strauss 
opera 
85 Concluding 
86 Less than three 
86 Lose one's cool 
91 Monkeyish 
92 Cowboy, at times 
93 Draws out 
95 Gets around 
96 Curtain call 
97 Clumsy clod 
99 Light beams 
105 Element of a 
flower 
107 Mozart's"_ 
kleine 
Nachtmusik* 
10S Figures experts: 
abbr. 
109 Brume 
113 Sch. in Canton, 
NY 
114 Ninnyhammer 
115 Bottom line 
1 : 3 1 5 e 7 le g 10 11 12 13 14 1 is 17 IB IB 20 21 ; 23 124     I ■ 
26 1 " 2! 29 X 
* 
32 "■T^ 1 M 
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36 ■B3t 37 3a je 1 
11 12 ■ 44     1              BJlS ■ ■147 48
   I 49 SO    I ■J 
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Eaaei 1987, Ag 5 lushi NHS.A#'6 Eostti /'WJ.A^i-; 
ClRJK 
Lorien Lra Drnrtcim. 
Killiil/n adrunitdrhvi mGoodLFtiday March29,1991,al 
i bllexcParkDriveand Hwy I9NortninMeridkfti,Mlss. 
II you don i Mop your Incnd from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever it lakes 
FRIENDS DON'T ITT FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK. 
Best Tuxedo Price--$25.00 
<27*e ^Wedding Center 
924 S. High Street. 
Between Luigi's Pizza & Harrisonburg High School (white house-pink trim) 
{cdlncwstockt inducting pleated pants) 
Mon-Sat: 10-5 
WcrJ. nioliisbv apfH 434-1444 
YOU'RE GOING TO 
NEED A CREDIT 
HISTO RY AS 
MUCH AS A 
HISTORY CREDIT. 
CmBAN<0\ 
£fcS« 
CITIBM 
f 128  0QJ.2   3fSb I 
rtHIQIf (tWMlWbl't 
0J/*»   0t/il/«9 V 
LISA  PARKS VISA 
96 
NO ANNUAL FEE 
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY STUDENT INTEREST RATE 
THINK AHEAD. APPLY TODAY.   CALL l-800-CITIBANK 
citibank.com/us/campus 
0 
0 1998 Citibank (South Dakota). N A 
■^ 
FOR RENT 
■"P^Tbath townhouse 
3B
  • .„.* view Dr.. basement, 
432-6993_______  
-;TTiitiT- University Place. 
?B,7'7,! W/D, MW. Available 
S,sri2 ™- i—. **> 432- 
6993^____  
rpTTTBR units ■»•»■*•• - 
?'?nished or unfurnished. Apple 
^g^iH^o^33-9576- 
jrrTowiihouM - Mareh. Away 
!JS student housing. 828-234$ 
afier5|30p.m-        
Mountain View Heights - 4B*J, 4 
"Tl furnished units, dose to 
Sou? Full size W/D. available (or 
SEr99. Call Sterling at 
Funkhouser & Associate.. 434- 
5isa  
Cathedral celling*. lefts - '«'* ■ 
lu.ury condo at Hunter1* Ridge. 
une 1. 1998-May 31. 1999. 
Si 300/mo. Owner-Agent. Jordan 
T. Ronrer. 564-1388.  
Sublease • Available March till 
"gust. August paid. (703) 878- 
7135. 
Foxhlll Tuwnhomee 
Student housing - hiveetment 
Property - "live B*** •*••" - 
Info/Brochure - Call 432-5525 
Nags Head, M.C. • Get your group 
together early. Two house* in 
excellent condition; fully furnished; 
washer & dryer; dishwasher; 
central A/C; Available May 1 
tnrough August 31; sleeps 6 - 
$1,600 per month; sleeps 8 - 
$2 200 per month (757) 850- 
1532.  
Roommate    to    share    2BR 
townhouse - Squire Hill, beginning 
June 1. 1998. W/D. DW. MW. 
TV/VCR. Unfurnished, no pets. 
Call 433-2116, ask for Rob. 
2BR suite - Hunter's Ridge 
townhouse available August. L/R, 
D/R. bath, kitchenette. Share full 
kitchen, W/D. Call Tesla. 574- 
3679. 
J-M Apartments 
434-1847 (9 .jn.Sp.rn.) 
IBRapt. $305/mo. 
2BRapt.  $400/mo. 
or $200/person 
3BRapt. $450/mo. 
or $150/pereon 
4BR«pt.   $680/mo. 
or $170/person 
All apts. near Cantrell Bridge. 
One of the closest oomplexea to 
MM 
Owner/Manager! 
The good apts. go first so come 
by and see usI 
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Funkhouser & Associates 
Property Management 
434-5150 
"tow Ranting For 
1*9*99 
School Y^r 
Hunter's Ridge 
Madison Manor 
University Place 
Madison Oardons 
mt. VWW H*Mfhtl 
Duke Garden. 
Madison Terrace 
Madlion lauars 
■or More listermation Call 
434-5150 
Two nice hmished rooms - Close 
to JMU. Utilities, cable, swimming, 
pool. $325 & $375/mo. plus 
equal deposit. 432-9005 or pager. 
(540)887-9369. 
Hunter's Ridge townhouse - 4BR, 
furnished. Well-maintained. 
August. $240/person. (540)371- 
2552 
Female roommate needed - 
$220/mo. Now & next year. 433 
8745. 
4BR, 2 bath - College Station 
townhouse. $225, furnished, full 
size W/D, walking distance to 
campus, on bus route, parties of 2 
& parties of 4 welcome. 4336862. 
Harrlsonburg - House, 7BRs, 
$250/each. parking, no pets. 
(703)931-4167. 
Harrlsonburg - House, 3BRs, 
$250/each, air. no pets. 
(703)931-4167. 
Commons 
March-August. 2BRs. Ada. 574- 
2310. 
FOR SALE 
One-Of A Kind Valentines, Gift * 
Thrift, 227 N. Main St. 
84 Honda Accord - Hatchback, 
automatic, cruise control, 
intermittent wipers. High mileage, 
but good car. $850/negotiable. 
Call (540)433-5966. 
HELP WANTED 
Attention business students - 
Earn $$$, build your resume 
running your own business this 
summer. Call (800)393-4521 ext.2 
for more info/interview. 
Free T-shirt ♦ $1,000 - Credit 
Card fundraisers for fraternities, 
sororities & groups. Any campus 
organization can raise up to 
$1,000 by earning a whopping 
$5/VISA application. Call 
(800)932-0528 x65. Qualified 
callers receive free T-shirt. 
Earn $7SO-|l,500/wk - Raise all 
the money your student group 
needs by sponsoring a VISA 
fundraiser on your campus. No 
investment & very little time 
needed. There's no obligation, so 
why not call for info today. Call 
(800)3236454 x95. 
Jess' Quick Lunch needs .lakuine 
for lunches. 1-2 yrs availability 
preferred. No expennece necessary 
Apply in person, 22 S. Mam St 
Sl.SOO/weekly potential mailing 
our circulars. Free info. Call 
(202)452-5940. 
17/hr. plus $150/mo. housing 
allowance. Largest rental service 
on the Outer Banks of North 
Caiolina (Nags Head). Call Dona 
for applicatoin and housing info 
80O662-2122. 
Earn up to $500/wk. assembling 
products at home. No experience. 
Info, (504)646-1700 Dept. VA4806. 
i - Calendar girls! New 
faces needed. Bere' Int'l, Box 855. 
Ashburn, VA 20146. (703)430- 
4780, attn: Valerie. 
Child Care - 2 or 3 momings/wk, 
flexible hours. x3068. 
Summer/semester employment - 
Sales representatives needed. Full 
or part-time. Outgoing, professional. 
No experience needed. $7/hr. plus 
commissions. (888)7252233. 
Classic Photography 
Call Cony 
at (800) 768-3987 
Classic Photography has 
positions available for 
photographers. Must have own 
transportation & outgoing 
personality. Job is perfect for 
Individuals looking for 
supplemental Income without 
extensive time input. 
SERVICES 
Lowest prices! Imprinted T-shirts, 
banners, promotional items, etc. 
CCRU, 433-3734, ccruertca.net 
National DJ Connection - Our DJs 
ROCK Melrose, Formals, Parties! 
4330360. 
Skydiving! Make your first jump in 
one day with Skydive Virginia! For 
brochure call (540)967-3997. & 
leave mailing info. 
http://www.skydive-virginia.com 
SPRING BREAK 
Spring Break Bahamas party 
cruisol 6 days. $279! Includes 
meals, parties & taxes! Great 
beaches 4 nightlife! Leaves from 
South Florida! 
springbreaktravel.com, (800)678- 
6386. 
SPRING 
BREAK! 
Bahamas Party 
Cruise   $279 
6 Days • Meals • Free Parties • 
Includes Tanas 
Panama City 
$139 
7 Nights Near Beat Bars! 
Jamaica $419 
7 Mights* Ah* Hotel •Save 
$180 on Food * Drinks 
South Beach 
$139 
Daytona $149, 
Cocoa Beach $179 
Spring Break Travel 
Our Uth Year! 
(800)678-6386 
SPRING BREAK 
Cancun 
Jamaica 
Bahamas 
Florida 
From $399 
From $399 
From $429 
From $129 
LAST CHANCE 
CANCUN FROM BWI 
Disc/Amex/MC/Vlsa 
(800)234-7007 
http.     endlesb>ummertours com 
Spring Break Panama City! Stay 
on the beach near the best bars 
$149! 6 Free Parties & Free cover 
charges included! Daytona $149! 
springbreaktravel.com. (800) 678- 
6386. 
Florida's Now Hotspot - South 
Beach $1291 Bars open until 5 
a.m.! Great beaches, activities, 
upscale, warmer weather! Try 
Cocoa Beach - Hilton $1791 
Daytona $149! 
springbreaktravel.com (800) 678- 
6386. 
ajajsjl - SflMnMni 
24 HOURS OF FREE PRINKS I 
uatauamMawt 
Includes RT air, hotel. 24 rm of free 
drinks & OMM) party schedule of 
Spring Break events! 
Organize 15 friends & 
EARN A FREE TRIP! 
CUSS TRAVEL (1ST IN FUN!) 
(•oo)Sse*4tt. 
or e-mail ue at 
SALESeCLASSTRAVELCOM! 
930 Caaaimimatta AM. South 
Beaton, MA 02215 
Mm Fit S a.m. - S p.m., Sat. 124 CT 
Spring Break '98 Set Going! 
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas & 
Fionda Group discounts & free drink 
parties! Sen 5 & go free! Book now! 
Visa/MC/Disc/Amex. (800)234- 
7007 or endlesssummertours.com. 
Spring Break '98 Oat Golngl 
Panama City beachfront hotels from 
$99! 7 nights beachfront, daily free 
drink parties, & free cover at best. 
bars! Visa/MC/Disc/Amex. 
(800)234-7007 or 
endlesssummertourscom. 
#1 Spring Bras* - Don't get burned. 
SunSplash Tours! The reliable Spring 
Break company. 12 years 
experience. Hottest destinations! 
Lowest prices! Free trips, parties, 
drinks! SunSplash. (800)426-7710 
or www.sunsplashtours.com. 
Attention Students: Look Great for 
spring break lose weight naturally. 
Doctor recommended. SAFE - 
EFFECTIVE. Money*ack quarantee. 
FREE Information. Call 540-801 
4634. 
WANTED 
Wanted - Cars lor parts. 867-5871 
Exotic dancers wanted - $500 
$1000/weekly. Call Cadilac 
Ranch, (304)249-5068. 
S$S Summer work - Average 
income $6521. Placing all majors. 
Travel, resume experience. Call 
Nancy. 432-1240. 
NOTICE 
For more Information and 
assistance regarding the 
Investigation of financing 
business opportunities & 
work-at-home opportunities, 
contact the 
Better Business Bureau Inc., 
at 1400-533-5501. 
PERSONALS 
Adoption:  Loving couple, married 
10 yrs. wants to adopt baby. Will 
comply with all adoption laws, 
confidential.Toll-free evenings 
/weekends: 1-80O7 7 5-3699. 
Mister Chips 
Special Valentine 
Hours 
Sat. Feb. 14th 
9a.m.-llp.m. 
X3922 
Donate your vehicle to charity - 
Tax deductible Charity Foundation, 
Inc. (540)432-6653. 
Adoption - Loving couple & their 
young son wish to build a family 
through adoption. Please call Jane 
& John at (800)895-2468, access 
code 31. Confidential. 
IK - Thanks for letting us use your 
basement! We appreciate the 
great time1 Love, AXil. 
in - Congrats on Bid. Cell We 
had a great time celebrating with 
you! Love. AXQ. 
Ruth AIM ft Sheila - Please call 
Larry. (304)249-5068. 
VALENTINES 
Bryan - Love you gorgeous. Happy 
Valentine's Dayl Yours forever, 
Robyn. 
Hey floober goober - Break a leg 
in Die Fledermaus. Happy Birthday 
& Happy Valentine's Dayl Love, 
Carol. 
D.S. - "...because you're In my 
wortd." Happy V-Day. KT 
James - Happy Valentine's Day 
Sweetie! I love you. Courtney 
Happy Valentine's Day to my 
sweetie back home. Hunny, I love 
you! Love, your honeybunny 
Heather. 
James H. OMs, III - I love you with 
all my heart, mind, body & soul. & 
I am yours forever. Happy 
Valentine's Day from your honey! 
Love Always, Adriana. 
Happy Valentine's Day to my little 
googoocachoo. From, Ritter. 
Happy Valentine's Day - Mel & 
Carol. From, Dustan & J.R. 
Katrine - I cannot express in 
words how happy you make me! 
Even/time you smile at me it's like 
the sun lighting up my day! Day by 
day. Growing. Doug 
Shooly - "You're still the onel" 
Things will get better...please 
"bear" with me. Hold me. Happy 
Valentine's Day. I love you! Always, 
Happy Stress. 
To ptace a i1 m I Mr lad In The 
please come to The Breeze office in the 
basement of Anthony-Seeger HaH, 
weekdays from 8 am. - 5 p.m. 
THE BREEZE IS HIRING ITS STAFF TO WORK FROM 
APRIL 1,1998 TO MARCH 31,1999. 
e^VtOt 
oV ,Y^ 
• style editor • copy editor 
• focus editor • sports editor 
• asst. style/focus editor 
*
sst. sPo, 
«CS 
<<** 
Training for these paid positions nmi through March. To apply, submit a resume, cover letter 
andfwe clips to Editor, The Breeze, in the basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall by 5 p.m. 
Thursday, Feb. 12.  
40   Thursday, F*b. 12. 1998,   THE BREEZE 
COMMONS ^WumJOMW 
77*A,   U/Ef£i?e*0r 
/Vw/e.  4/?e you 
C#/?7//V6- ? 
I crusr fur /wy 
Why Go Out To Do Your Laundry When South View 
Apartments Has a Washer and Dryer In Each Apartment. 
Each furnished Luxury Apartment 
comes with: 
•Double Beds in each . Oversized Closets 
• Built-in microwave oven 
• Garbage disposal 
• Full size Dishwasher 
• Bus Service 
bedroom 
hookups in each bedroom 
MonS^Sp.™.* Full size Washer & D,yer 
■X'SSJE.   • Telephone & Cable 
869 B Port Republic Rd. 
432-0600       0,. Visit our website @ & llVing rOOm 
www.lbjlimited.com 
Stop by <Che Commons Rental Office, 
or call 432-0600, and make a move to luxury! 
